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REDUNDANCIES IN CAUCHY‘S THEOREM CONCERNING ANALYTIC 

FUNCTIONS AND THE CAUCHY-RIEMAM DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

E. Goursat,1 in his treatise concerning analytic 

functions in the sense of Cauchy, demonstrated that the 

existence of the derivative at each point of a domain S 

implies the continuity of the derived function in S, As 

Cauchy considered a single valued function of the complex 

variable s = x -f-iy to be analytic in a domain S if the 

function had a continuous derivative in S, it was estab¬ 

lished by this work that the definition of Cauchy contained 

a redundancy. A more logical definition would require 

only the existence of the derivative in S. 

The following theorem, which is due to Cauchy, is 

indicative of the influence of geometry upon the theory of 

analytic functions. 

Suppose that a function f(s) of the complex variable 

s = x +- iy is def ined in a domain D by the relationship 

f(s) =. u(x,y) 4* iv(x,y) where u(x,y) and v(x,y) are 

continuous real functions of the real variables x and y, 

having continuous partial derivatives of the first order 

in D. Then a necessary and sufficient condition in order 

that f(z) be analytic in D is that the partial derivatives 

E. Goursat, American K. S. Trans. 1, (1900}, pp« lij.-l6 

‘“’Wiener, in the Encyclopedia Americana (1944)* Vol. 1, 
p. 38I, has advocated that deduetive logic is simply that 
part of mathematics which possesses the least limited 
hypothesis. 
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of the first order shall satisfy the Cauchy-Rieinann differ¬ 

ential equations 

3u_ 3V 3V 
*&£ “ ay 5 9y ~~ dx 

She condition is necessary. For if f(z) is analytic 

in D, then we can assert that, along whatever path z 

approaches a point zGof D, the ratio ^Xg.)— z — z0 

always tends to a limit, and that all the limiting values 

are the same. In particular, if z — zd is real, so that 

z0 = ly; and z = x 4 iy0, then 

f (z) - f(zj _ u(x,y«) - u(x,y) - v(^y0?. 
z — s0 “ Z-Z9 

+" X - x9 

Since the ratio tends to a limit, then its real and 

imaginary parts separately tend to limits and 

(1) /<Z> =||(x,y)4- 

Since f (z) is continuous, then its real and imaginary parts 

u(x,y) and v(x,y) are continuous. As f(s) is continuous, 

the and the are continuous. 
dx 

Similarly, if we take z - z0to be purely imaginary, 

say z0 = x0 4- i3£, z = x0 + iy, we obtain 

{0s f(z) - f(k) = v(x*y) — v(x.,%? .uix^y) u(^>yJ and 
Kd) z - z0 y - y0 y -y* 

fh) = av(x,y) _ aa(x,y). 
9y ay 

We also notice that the real and imaginary parts of 

f(z), and f*£, are continuous. Further, on comparing 9 ax ay 
(1) and (2) and equating real and imaginary parts, we 
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obtain the Cauchy-Riemann equations. 

To prove that the condition is sufficient, we use the 

mean-value theorem for functions of two variables. Con¬ 

sider a point (x,y) of the domain and a neighboring point 

(x + Ax,y + Ay)» Then for AX and ay sufficiently small 

AV = u{x + Ax,y + Ay) - u(x,y) = AX 4- Ay 

where & and ^ tend to zero withes and Ay. Similarly, 

AV =■ j^§+£/} A x -+ + yj ay. Hence, using the Cauchy- 

Riemann differential equations, h-.&Jr>XzzJ!,Lsl. ~ 
■ ' ' AS AX -+- iAy 

+ if* t F-A-r am ipl c (leUle'l)M + l^vl 
©.A. c/rfv *r XAy 

and I——£-—I < leUfe'Utyl+Wi 0 a* AX; AM —* 0. 
JAX + isy / V J 

By G-oursat’s theorem, f(s) is analytic in D. 

The question, "Is redundancy present in the condition 

and the regularity hypothesis stated in the preceding 

theorem?" logically follows, and it is the purpose of this 

paper to consider that question. The theorems discussed in 

this work, then, concern the weakening of the hypothesis in 

the proof of the sufficiency of the condition. 

That there is a less restrictive regularity hypothesis 

was shown by D. R. Curtis in his ’’Rote on Sufficient 

Conditions for an Analytic Function." In this work it was 

demonstrated that the regularity hypothesis should require 

only the continuity of one partial derivative and not the 

2 American M. S, Bull. Ho. 2, (1902), pp. 329-331. 



h> 
continuity of all four** The flniteneso of the partials la 

required* 

't'o provo the sufficiency of the condition# we uso the 

theorem of the mean for a single variable and assume that 

^ is continuous in £>, Then, for A%,Ay suffictontXy. small 

1 lx (x+*<A*>s+AvO] •» ^ \ = 

AX €,(AX>^ + Ay|!^<X,trt+€2(A(,)j Where €,(6,0); 0 a-hd^o 

as Ax#Ay—>0* For the ^~(x,y5 exists and is finite at each 
Oo 

point (x#y) of D. 

Similarly, - ~~~ implies that the- §& is .continuous 
*»X 9/ Qy 

in D, and for AX*Ay sufficiently small AX st 0 
AV= {|(<x,V) +63(Ax,4«,)]Aii 4 £f£(x^ + V^}** Where 6,<M, 

fc4«» = 0 fe3 —yo a.s AX j A —9 0 • 

Hence , 4H :=. (5x 
4
 j A* + i 

+ 

. 7 ■ AX + i AM 
AX*4«jt 0 1 

*1 :{&*&>*%** ,y<_ 

\% + { !sl“ - i t % - «• f-^ 

AX *C A<j 

A ^ 
-V ^CAX,A^ 

iUi Ay 

where ^ (AX*Ay) —>0 as AX#Ay -*0» Consequently, using i the 

Cauahy-Iliesmnn equations., we hav« 3 = '®U, ^ iJ£& 4 *yj 
AS 3X SX ( 

Banco, ltal“ t? = (f§ •* if* 
As—* 0 

y exists, for its 
r, s. x„ 
$• *m3fe 

roal 

and imaginary parts exist and aro finite at each point of B* 

By Goursat’s Theorem, the function is analytic. 



Following the work of Curtis, the requirement of the 

hypothesis of continuity on the remaining partial deriva¬ 

tive was open to question. Was continuity of the four 

partial derivatives perhaps implied by their finite 

existence? 
3 

The question was considered by Montel in his paper 

on total differentials of monogenic functions in that the 

following theorem was stated. 

Suppose that a function f(z) of the complex variable 

z ~ x ■+ iy is defined in a domai n P by the relationship 

f(s) =: u(x,y) + iv(x,y) where u(x,y) and v(x,y) are 

continuous real functions of the real variables x and y 

having finite partial derivatives of the first order in D, 

Then a necessary and sufficient condition in order that 

f(s) be analytic in D is that - HX and "SX - --X almost 
dx ay ay ax 

everywhere in D, • 

Montel's proof was not published and the question 

remained unanswered at that time, 

The sufficiency of the theorem was considered by 

k 
Looman in his work concerning the Cauchy-Riemann differ¬ 

ential equations* The theory of the Lebesgue Integral 

used in the proof of the theorem enabled Looman not only 

   ——    ■ 

C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris, (1913), PP* 1820-1822. 

^ Raclirichten Von Per Gesellschaft Per Wissenschaft 

Zu Gottingen. (1923)» P* 97* 
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to answer the question in the affirmative hut also to 

establish that a knowledge of the relationship between the 

first order partial derivatives was unnecessary on a set 

of measure zero. 

As a consequence of Ilorera’s theorem for rectangles,** 

it was stated by Looman that the theorem would be estab¬ 

lished if it could be shown that the line integrals of the 

function f(z) about each rectangle r with sides parallel 

to the co-ordinate axes and lying in 3) were sere. 

If f(z) were not analytic in B, a rectangle r0 would 

exist with the property that the J f(z)dz 0. Since p0 

*• 
could be embedded in a rectangle G with sides parallel to 

the co-ordinate axes and lying interior to D, Looman 

considered a rectangle G as the fundamental domain, She 

primary contribution of Looman was to establish the follow¬ 

ing theorem: 

Suppose p(x,y) and q(x,y) are continuous real functions 

of the real variables x and y and ^She ^^(x,y) and fee 
93T 

^|(s,y) exist and are finite in 8. If the relationship 

fy ~ fx va-^^ almost everywhere in G, then £pdx 4. qdy = 0 

along each rectangle r v/ith side3 parallel to the co-ordi¬ 

nate axes and lying in G. 

fhe theorem was established by the seven lemmas which 

q 
William P. Osgood, Lehrbuch Der Functionen Theorio, 

(Leipzig: 1905-0?), p. 302. 
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follow. In proving the lemmas, the following theorems were 

utilised: 

Theorem of Bubini. Suppose f(z>j), a real function of 

the real variables x and y, is sumsiable over a rectangle 

Rs(a s b, c y d). Then f(x,y) is a summable function of 

y c<j<&, for almost all x. of (a,b) and ^f(x*y)dy is^a sum¬ 

mable function of x a<x<b and ^f (x,y)dxdy = jjdx ^f (x*y)dy. 

theorem Ip*° Let f(x) be continuous and finite on the 

open Interval I aid I>f(x) be finite at each point of I, 

except for at-most a denumerable set . Then if Df(x) is 

summable over I, f(x) is an absolutely continuous function 

of x on I. 

Hote: If f (x) is continuous at x n a and x =: b, 

' Ulr =r Li«^ C or 
*--»® to ^ 

•'a. 
Lemma 1. If is summable over r, a rectangle 

r x<b . c. <y<& lying in Gcr then j pdx +-qdy = 0. 

The theorem of Pubini implies that \ \ 2B dxdy x. 
f\> A * 

ly ^ and that for almost all x of (a^, b^) the 

^(x,y) is summable over the interval c<y<d. 

a 

By the theorem It. of Garotheodory, the 

j ^p(x,y)dy - p(x,d) — p(x>c) except for a set of measure 
c 

6 » 
Caratheodory, Vorlesungen Uber Reele Punctionen, 

Theorem l\.(Leipzig: 1918), p. 597 • 
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zero on (a ,b ), or ft’fedxdy =: C[£>(x,d) - p(x,c)l dx. 
r r a?*'* ^ 

Similarly, since Cf -SSdxdy =s Gq(b,W) - 
31 ''■pasc IP ^ 

H(a^)]dy. ■ ' 
Consequently, f pdx +qdy •= _ Up(x,d) - p(x,c)ldx 
d *r •£ J 

t- - q(a,y)j dy a. $j||§ - §|]dydx = 0. 

If C pdx +qdy were zero for each rectangle r lying in 
JT> 

G, then the theorem would be established. Looman assumed 

that this was not the case and defined the set M as the set 

of points m in the neighborhood of which lie rectangles r 

with the property that j pdx +qdy^:0. Any neighborhood 
V 

of a limit point of set M contains the neighborhoods of 

points m* Hence, M is a closed set. 

Lemma 2. The set M is nowhere dense in G. 

Let E be the set of points in the neighborhood of 

which 1—2. is unbounded. If the set E were not nowhere dense 
•y 

in G, then there would be a rectangle ?0 contained in G with 

the property that each rectangle r contained in r0would 

contain at least one point of S, 

Let" r . be a closed square contained in r. Pick a 
n-1 o 

point (xn,yn) in the interior of r^^ with||£(xn,yn)| > h_+2. 

Such a point exists, for every r in rccontains a point of E. 

’** Let r be a set of points. By r we shall denote the 
union of the set r and its derived set. That is the closure 
of r. 
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Then we can find an hn = ^ with 

*rr ) 

pi*BiZn+V ~ p(*n'3rn) 
9 

< 1, fop the limit exists and is finite by 
j& yx 

hypothesis. Since 
h is uniformly con- 
n 

tinuous bn r, we can find a closod square p contained in o n 
IF _ with center at (x ,y 5 and with diameter •=. upon n-x n n n 

which p^y+hjj) - pU,y) 
h n 

y n for all points (x,y) of r n 

How, if we select an arbitrary square 5* contained in the 

above procedure will define a nested sequence of closed 

squares rn* As the diameter of rn 'V-0 as nfoOs there is 

one and only one point (x,y) common to all r n* 
kim jpC^y+h^) - p(ic,y? Honoe, nfa J, h n 

- l ap 
Cx,y)^= = co 

a contradiction. As a consequence of Lemma 1, set M is a 

subset of set E and Lemma 2 is established. 

Lemma 3» Suppose p is a rectangle with sides parallel 

to the co-ordinate axes that does not contain a point of H 

in the interior. Then j^pdx+qdy ■= 0. 

Case 1. does not contain a point of M in the in¬ 

terior or on the boundary. If pdx qdy 0, then we could 

divide into four equal rectangles and conclude that £pdx qdy 

about at least one of these four rectangles (denote^ } would 

not be zero. Continuing in a similar manner, we could divide 

pt into four equal rectangles and conclude that the line 
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integral about at least one of theso rectangles (denote (9) 

would not be zero. Thus we could find a nested sequence of 

closed regions Pn with, diameters decreasing to zero. Con¬ 

sequently, we could find a point (x,y) common to each & 

but (x,y) would -be a point ofp and yet of M« This is a 

contradiction. , 

Case 2, p contains points of M on the boundary, but 

none in its interior.. If p Is the rectangle &<x<.b and 

c<y<d, then we could define a sequence of rectangles pn in 

the following meaner. Let f>n be the rectangle 

I U 

1? 

i<X<b- 2z and c •+• ~<y< d — i* 
n n n 

d-^ 
Then,. jq(x,y)dy - \<l(x +~3y)dy 1 Xl 

cH ft. 

[x,y) dy . - d(x^y)dyU pte,y)\dy 
► V* ft< 1 

ikr 

— q(x 4 ~,y)ldy—>0 as n -*cefor q(x,y) is bounded 

'c*kt p 
and uniformly continuous on the closure of p. A similar 

consideration is valid for the other three sides and for 

(p(x,y)dx. Hence, ^imit V pdx+qdy =? \ pdx+qdyi By Case 1. 
r n-voo •{£ )p 

^ pdx+qdy = 0 for each n. Then j*pdx+qdy ■=? 0. 
'W ' P 

Lemma it.. Each point (x,y) of ll is the limit point 

of a sequence of points (3^>ya) of M with x^ ^ x and 

If this v/ere not the case, Lemma 3 would imply that 

the y pdx qdy would vanish along every rectan- 
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gle in a neighborhood of (x,y) , a point of 11—a contra¬ 

diction. 

. Considering an arbitrary but fixed rectangle r interior 

to G, the set.UTr) was defined as the set of points of M 

interior to r, together with their limit points on the . 

boundary of r. 

As a consequence of Lemma Ij. and the fact that M is a 

closed set, we can conclude that ^(r) is a perfect set,' 3 

! Let//(x,y) be the least upper bound of the function 

where (x,y) is a point of G and h varies 

over c^- y<h<dG.-y and let V*(x,y) be the least upper bound 

of the functlonj where (x,y) is a point 

of G and k varies over ?aQ,-x<k<bQ,-x. 

Lemma f$» Every non-void CT(r} contains a non-voidCTCr,) 

upon which both fJ(x,y) andV“(x,y) are bounded. 

. If this were not true, there would exist a non-void 

cr(re) with idle property that ^J(x,y) or V*(x,y) is unbounded 

on every^71 (r) contained Intflio) * 

Let ^ be a square in the interior of v0 which con¬ 

tains a point of CT(r0) in its interior. Pick a point 

of CT'(^) contained in the interior of with 

^(xn,yn)> n+2, or '/'(xn,yn) > n+2. Sueh a point exists, for 

fJ(Xfj) or V*(x,y) is unbounded ont/CO^^). Then, we can find 

an lx,1 or a k^ not equal to zero such that 

** The rectangle G is aG<x<bG cG<y<dG. 
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k n 
frbtt&nrt-n) ~ 9(%»yn)l 

>n +1 02? 1' ' • *'"VgJ  ‘‘'• I > 22+1 - 

Frcn the unifom continuity of the difference quotients 

with and Is^ fixed, m can find a closed square Q^, 

centered at (^,^5 and contained in Qa_^, with diameter loss 

than or equal to upon which 

PCxjy+ih/ — f(x,y) q(x+hn,y) - q(x5y) 

" r or exceeds n #- 

How, if wo select an arbitrary square QA contained in r0 

which contains: at least one point of Cr(r0) in its interior. 

the preceding procedure will define a nested set of closed 

squares As the diameter of as %t<o» there exists 

■a point (x^yO cosmon to all so that 

him F(x/,y'*^a} - P(:4y) Lia J qCs'h^y) q(4y) 
n /»co Jr 

■ n 
or n f^ l ■ £ 
I 

11 

But as .indicated/*’ It is no restriction to assume that C 

is a closed point set* Hence, the continuity of p(x,y) and 

q(x,y) on C*> the closure • of' 0, implies that both p(x,y) 

and ci(ictj) are bounded on G-. Consequently, k or h 

decreases to sore as the appropriate difference' quotient 

increases in absolute value without bound* 

pCxVy+kn) - pU^ij) Hence,/ ~~~{n,y)| — 1 oJ I nteo 
’hi 

c. to or 

l&a/WiU Lim 
l^Uw J! nto 

q(x4l%,y)-. q(x»y)t = ^ 

% 
fills is a 

^ Q is a rectangle- contained in B* 
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a contradiction.. 

Lemma 6, If.g(t) is continuous and differentiable 

3?''.= t ^ s3 and if there exists a finite constant A and a 

closed set B upon r £ t f* s whose comolement consists of the 

■union of intervals rn<t < sn# and such that g(t+h) — g(t) 
h 

< A 

for t on E with li i 0 satisfying r — t 4r his — t, then 

g{s) - g(r) = £gft)dt +. 2fg(s ) — g(r j\ * 
n " n' 

In establishing the theorem* Looman defined two 

functions in the following manneri 
r*f / / 

g1(t> = )g(r)dt g(r) r, gCT) for t on B 
4 six) = 0 for X on the complement of E 

S'2(t) = £{g(sn) - s(pa)^ + g(t) — g(rm) 

**** rm * ^ 
< s
m ^ on CS 

2R(sn) 
5»*f 

n t on E. 

It was then shown that g^(t) has a bounded difference 

quotient. Let E^be the set of points of E contained in the 

interval £t* t+hj* Then"' (E^(^ h and 

jsx(t+h) - gj {t)| £ j^lgCt)) dt t A|EJ. 
For El - g(t) 4 A for t on E implies that Jg{t)\ hk 

on E . Hence s \ liliii£ 4-3.1?. ^ A 
h ~ \hV = 

r t 63 

r -t 4h is —t h 4 0. 

,ir If A is a set of point we shall denote the measure 
of A by lAl . 
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Then g^(t) is an absolutely continuous function 

r £ t = a, Consequently, g/(t) = gft) almost everywhere 
1 

on E* 

On the open intervals of the complement of set E 

gi(t h) ~ Si(t) 
h ~ 0. For g (t+h) - g (t) s. 0 when t is 

on CE with 0 < lh( <h(t). Hence, g/(t) = 0 for t on CE, 

ment 

Tlie function g^t)has the derivative g^t) on the eomple 

ofE. ^ Sttfah)- s.Ct>. e(t*M - stt) when 

O-^lhl^hCt) and t is on CE. 

Moreover, gjf(t) is bounded on E and is zero almost 

everywhere on E. Consider h >0. Then g (t+h) - g,(t) — 

£fg(sn) -g(rn)] -f jg(t+h) - S(rm)] 

r ^ i’ i s„ t t h n ~ n 

If t+h is on CE, rm<t + h < sm. “the same expression 

is valid with L J=0 if t + h is on E. 

|g^(t+h) ~ g^(t)| 4 A ^ (sn-rn) + A(t+h-rm) 4 Ate*) 

t irn% sn4t+h where Et= CE in £t,t+^i] 

Similarly, if h < 0, the conclusions are unaltered. 

Then, JlftfefM. T. 4A~*' 4 A for t on E, But 

Ll^t j*|^ = 0 almost everywhere on E. Hence, g^(t) -0 

almost everywhere on E* 

The function g^Ct) - g(t) - g(r) - g^t) - g^t), 

is the sum of a finite number of continuous functions and 

consequently is continuous on r 4 t 4 s, The derived 



■34 
function g'(t) ■=, g(t) — g/(t) — ej(t) has the value zero 

everywhere on the complement of E and zero nearly everywhere 

on E. g ;(t) is bounded, measurable, and Is consequently a 
3 

summable function r $ ti s* By theorem Ij. of Caratheodory, 

quoted in Lemma. 1, g'(b) is an absolutely continuous 

rs v 
function. Then, \g (t) = g (s) - g (r) = 0. But 

3 3 3 

Ss(s>83(3?). = £g(s) - g(r) — g5 (s) - g^s)] — 

[g(r) — g(r) - g^Cr) - g^Cr)] = g(s) — g(r) — [(g^U)- g^trj 

-jCg^a) - g^Cr)] = 0 or g(s) — g(r) =. J§(t)dt + 

+^|g(sn) —g(rn)J. But g(t) =i g{t) almost everywhere on E, 

Hence, g(s) - g(r) - ^,gft)dt + ^Jg(sn) — g(rn)j5 

Lemma 7* The line integral jp(X*y)dx4q(x,y)dy vanishes 

along every rectangle r^ contained in a rectangle r^ . 

As a consequence of the uniform continuity of p(x,y) 

and q(x,y) on the closure of rt, it is sufficient to show 

that the theorem is true for all squares r^ lying in r4 • 

For each rectangle r^ is the limit of a sequence of rectan¬ 

gles r^ where each rectangle r^ is the union of a finite 

number of squares.4* 

Looman defined on i (a^x^ , c,< y<d4) the function 

F(^,^) as the line integral^p{x,y)dx+q(x,y)dy along the 

boundary of the rectangle c^<y<^ in the positive 

sense. 

Considering an arbitrary rectangle r^ta^-ex^ , c^ycd^) 

* See Lemma 2, 



lying, in r^ , the. following relationship was observed: 

•^pdx+qdy - A (F,r^) = F(bJLjdt) + F(at,c^) - FCa^d^J-Ftb^ 

1 fv/o functions 4>(*) and Y(y) were then defined in the 

following way, $ (3^ - 0 if the line x.= xecontains in rt 

only points of CT(rt). 

Suppose the line x ■= xecontains in r^ points other than 

those of^7“(ri) and the set of points ofCT(^) contained by 

x = x0in r^ is not void, The line then contains a closed 

set of points of U~(v1) with the complementary set, the union 

of open intervals ( 3 5j) 3 which are of positive measure „ and 

hence countable. If (^,c^3, or as the case may be, (^,d&) 

is not a point of(7"(r1 ), there will also be the intervals 

.c g J<$1 and/or %£y £ d^. Theh 

(Sj^ Jjj )\ + JP(^|f)-.P(Xd,CjL}|-h P(x,$'$ . 

If, the line x — x0contains no points of ^7" {3^ ) in r&, 

In a similar manner, the function V(y) was defined 

for ct<j< d£, 

By definition"' of a rectangle r , there exists a 

constant A independent of r^ with the property that 

.P(2c,y+h) - P(x,y)|< A\h| and \q(x+h,y)-a(x,y)|^ Afhj for 

each point.., (x,y) or (x,y+h) contained in cn^). 

By Lemma 6, p(x,dt) — p(x,ct)- (p(x) * dy. 

^ A for each point (x,y) of As P.(x»y+h) ~ _P(x,y) 
h 

See Lemma $» 
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then (f'M4 * fop each. (x,y) of^*(r,). 

Since the is the superior limit1 of a sequence of 
. of 

measurable functions, both in the one and two-dimensional 

cense, it is itself measurable. As is bounded onCT(rj), 

it is therefore sumfaable both on the closed intersection of 

CT(r, ) with' a straight line in the one-dimensional sense and 

in the two-dimensional sense over <n*\) , This is a perfect, 

hence, measurable, .set. / 

The theorem of Pub ini then implies'"’that \ p(x,y)d% = 
r*x rhx rbv V 

- \|p(z,dj,) - ptxjC^jldx - ~ (cP(x)dx - \dx iy — 

^ mrx) 

;K,atir2) 

In a similar manner, ( q(x,y)dy — 

if 

n'^'L 
|§(x,y)(fcay ■+ \Y(y)dy. 

vxk) 
Hence, 

A(P,r^5 •= yp(x,y)&x+ dy n -j(P(x)da: + jyWdy .f 

^j|§ “ fljdxdy 3 - j^(x)dx 4- jf(y) 

cm) 
almost everywhere on'CT(r_ } 

• for — iLH ds sy 

*"* Let y(x9j) - ^£.(x,y) if (x,y) is onO^r,); otherwise, 
aero. Since y (x,y) is me^surgtble and bounded, hence, summablej 

tlien ,y)dxdy - fdx ^ y (x,y)dy or ^ f |B(s,y)dxdy = 

Cx ^ 

3j) 
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Consequently, |2i(P,r2>)| £ ^|$(x)] dx -t jl'YCy)! dy. 

If the line x=.xBcontains at least-one point of <f(rt ), 

|{9(^)| = £QP(X, S5)-P(x, Sra)0|P(X,S) -P(x,c1)l+ |p(x,dl)- 

P(x,5f1)}< A.» (The measure of the complementary set of 0” (r1) 

contained by the line x = xd-n r^.) 

If the line x =. x0contains not a single point of 

tfu?*) in r^, the same relationship was assumed to be verified. 

The omission of the reasoning at this point has been termed 
7 Mseriousn by such well-known mathematicians as Ridder, 

8 
and Salts* ; 

In a similar manner: 

|^)| < A«(measure of the complementary set ofXT(v^ ) 

contained In by the line y = y„.) 

Let B(x,y) be the characteristic function of the open 

set C<T(r, ) in r^. Since B(x,y) is bounded, hence, summable, 

over r_ , by the theorem of Fubini the \ I (B(x,y)dy|dx := 

\ \ B(x,y)dxdy= measure of COtr. ) in r. . 

Thus, Looman deduced |A(P,rz)| < 2A'(Measure of the 

complementary set of tf”(r{ ) in r^*) Then defining S(x,y) = 

Limit superior l^(F*r^)l vzhere r3 denotes an arbitrary 
U^l-*0 irti *• 

^ Salts, Theory of the Integral* Second edition, Eng¬ 
lish translation by L. G. Young, (Mew York: Hafner Publish¬ 
ing Company), p, 200. 

^ Mathematicshe Annalen. (1930), P» l$k- 
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sequence of squares containing the point (x,y) in its 

interior or on its boundary. If (x,y) Is a point which does 

not belong to the set)■, then S(xiy) — 0* 

Moreover, 

lA(F,r1>}| y 2A(Measure of complementary set of C (r4 ) in pt) 4 2A, 
“ \rz\ 

Then S(x,y) r: 0 at all points ofC'{r1) where the density 

is one* That, is almost everywhere in^r^). From this, 

Looman concluded that A(F,r )' is aero for every rt in r4 * 

Considering an arbitrary square^r^, he divided the 

rectangle into lj.n equal squares r? and set / (x,y)s u n ir^J 

if (x,y) lies in the interior of r^ • Otherv/ise, )n(x,y) — 0* 

Then, 

&<?.**>- £3(F,rf) = ^ f^yjctaay 1 . |r?l 

for £^(x,y) is a step function for each n and is certainly 

measurable* 

Hence, J A(F,i^_ )| ‘k jf/{x,y) dxdy. 

Since04 j^U^y) t. 2A, all n by Lebesgue13 theorem. 

dzdy“ ^r ■ d3Cdy - For 

S(x,y) •=. 0 almost everywhere in r^ • 

Hence, pdx+qdy - 0 for every rectangle r^ contained 

in rA . This is a contradiction, for the setO"(r1 ) was not 

void. Thus the theorem of Looman is established. 

As 51f (2)da - f (u +iv) (dx +idy) » ^ udx-vdy + i C vdx + udy, 
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we need merely apply the theorem of Looman twice to show 

jL,f('s)ds = 0. 

One, let p = v and q =. u* Then - ~~ and%&• 9 1 ^ ay ay as as 

She validity of the Cauchy-Riemann equations *» 

almost everywhere in f fulfills the hypothesis of Looman*s 

theorem* Consequently, the imaginary part is zero. 

In a similar manner, let p c u and q = -v* Then, 

^2. •= £2. and Since r-|i almost everywhere in r, 

the hypothesis of the theorem of Looman is fulfilled and 

the real part vanishes. Hence, J^fXzJds = 0 for every 

rectangle r with sides parallel to the co-ordinate axes and 

lying in G-, which establishes the theorem. 

As wan pointed out previously, the work of Looman is 

open to a certain criticism. Other workers have considered 

this question of weakening the hypothesis in the sufficiency 

of the condition. A more satisfactory treatment is contained 

in the theorem of Menchoff* 

The proof of this theorem rests upon a theorem of 

Radeiaacher on total differentials in the sense of Stoltz. 

Rademacher * s theorem rests upon the theorem of Egeroff which 

follows: 

Theorem of Egeroff.9 If a sequence of measurable 

functions converges to a limit almost everywhere in a 

9 E. 0. Titclimarsh, The Theory of Functions. Second 
Edition, Oxford University Press, p. 339* 
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measurable set E, then given 8>0, we can find a set of 

measure greater than ME-6 , in which the sequence converges 

ttnif oraily * 

Let fn(x) be the sequence. Then fn(x). —yf(x) in 

contained in E with the measure of E/equal to the measure 

of E. Consider a sequence of positive numbers descending 

to zero. Let g^z) a |fn(x) -f(z)l * bet Sn ■ be the set 

of points satisfying the following relationships. xe.S„ 
oiXo 

if g^Cx) for all n > n6. 

^n+l,r then contains Snjp. The outer limiting set of 

the sequence ia for if xfeE^JlCijJ.^.g^CxJX 

all n If x4 E? such an H(%) does not exist. 

Consequently, we can determine an Sn(i^) ,rQ ,3.|E-Sn(3j) ,l^J 
' 

<£ ~ . If x fc Sn(%),r6, then (f^x) — f(x}| <6p^n ^,n(%). 

Let S = A Sn(r),E, Given £> 0 3'£f . Then 

|fn(x) - f(x))<€r>|6 for n ^£T(2»), for x € Sj,implies 

x C 5n(r),r, Consequently, this is uniformly true in S. 
od) * 

|E-S\ •=■ \E- sl 6 a_lB—sMrxr |<85ava S or \E-S|<-S . 
Vl 3 u 

P(z,y), a real function of the real variables x and y, 

is said to possess a total differential in the sense of 

Stoltz at a point (2^%} If bhe partial derivatives of the 

first order exist and are finite at (2g»%) and f(z,y) = 

4 §§(-V%) 4 + H(6x,Ay) 

v/here R(Ax,ay)—>0 as ax, Ay—>0 and B(o,o) -z.0. 
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Theorem of Rademaeher. Suppose f (x,y) is defined on 
*1 4 «i 

a bounded domain G and L|.(x,y)x ^ least upper bound 

| | £s finite and summable in G. 

0<hx+ kH ^ 

Then f(x,y) possesses a total differential in the sense of 

Stolts almost everywhere in G. 

As L|,(x>y) is finite and summable in G, f(x,y) is 

continuous and the partial number derivatives exist and.are 

summable in G; 

A domain can be constructed from a countable union of 

rectangles* Hence, it will be stifficient to establish that 

the ~|*(x,y) exists almost everywhere in G if it can be shown 

to exist almost everywhere in an arbitrary rectangle with . 

sides parallel to the co-ordinate axes contained in G, 

Let r be the rectangle ap< x <br, cp< y < d^* Denote 

by E(t^) the points of r lying on the line y — jr. It follows 

from the theorem below that ~~(x,y) exists almost everywhere 

on E(^)* This is uniformly true for all yo such that 

c < ya < d • 
r ® r 

T1 
Theorem* If a measurable function has finite number 

derivatives except at the points of a set of measure zero, 

Mathematische Annalen* (1919)> P* 3I-I-G* 

E. W. Hobson, The Theory of Functions of a Real 
Variable* p. lj.00. “ 
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it has a finite differential coefficient except at the points 

of a set of measure aero. 

Bet(|)(x,y) denote the characteristic function of the 

sot of points at which the .^:(x,y) exists on r. Then 

£^(x,y) is a measurable function on r. ©iis is a consequence 

of the following theorems^ 

She set of points of space in which an arbitrary se¬ 

quence of measurable functions converge to a finite number 

forms a measurable point set C. 

(Q (x#y) is no greater than L^(x,y) bounded below to 1, 

a, suramable function. Ihen^Cxjy) i3 summable over r.'** 

By the theorem of Pub ini, the measure of the set , 

which is tho ^ ^ $(x,y)dxdy is the iterated integral 

A rbr 
Jdyj ($(x,y)dx. For each y of 

'at Jn| =o 
br /->vr 

)<fKx,y)dx = bp — a^. For ($(x,y) is 1 almost everywhere 
cLf 

on E{y). Consequently, the measure of ' is (dp-" c^ )(br — ap), 

the measure of r. 

Similarly, the measure of the set of points at 

which 2L£(x,y) exists on r is of measure equal to the measure 
3x 

of r* Hence, we know that and both exist on a set K 
3y Ox 

where the measure of K is equal to the measure of G. 

3-2 Caratheodory, on, cit., Th. 12, p. 282. 

* 5he fact that $(x,y) is bounded is sufficient to 
imply summability and the hypothesis of the summability of 
^f(s,y) is not necessary. 
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L©t us consider an arbitrary positive number A and a 

sequence of sets En - E^L^(s:,y)^, n^. L£(x,y) is axfunction 

of Baire of the second class# Hence, the sets En are 

measurable Lebesgue for each n* She outer limiting set of 

tho sequence ot sets En is void, for LfU,y> is finite at 

each point (x,y) of G. For the same reason, there is an 

H{X) with the property that the measure of B^(^) is less 

than 

Let H(X) be the set G less the points of Hie 

measure of being the measure of G minus the measure 

of E , is then greater than the measure of G minus ^. 

Symbolically, |H(MI > IG\-K 

By the theorem of Eger off, with extension for a con- 

tinuoxis parameter,' set H(X) contains a measurable set S(X) 

with the properties that the measure of S{X) is greater 

than the measure of G minus two x, j S{x)l> \G\- BK) 

least upper bound f(x»h,v-»k) ~f(x#v) 
f'1* | {Hy Ir51 

converges uniformly to L|,(x,y), converges 

uniformly to |^(x,y), and  converges 

uniformly to ~£(x,y). 

This means that there is a ftO* with the property that 

W^(x,y,^>) <M{X) + LgiiZfj) < 2M(>) for each point (x,y) of 

and in S{X), W^(x,ysp) = 

*“* Let -P(x,6) be the sequence. Then in theorem of 

Egeroff, f(x,s) - f(x) on E/ Let gg(x) =r ^f(x,S) -f(x)\ 

Then, Sn(r#),r0 is defined by the relationship 

for each S t 
*0 o ~o O ‘ SH,r”lf s-tx) < £- 
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S and all p satisfying the inequality 0 < 

(Let 6 = H(*)> H. ) 

Since S(A) is a measurable sot* there is a closed set 

F{X) contained in S(A) with measure greater than the measure 

of S(A) minus A. By the Cantor-Bendexson theorem set F(A) 

contains a perfect set ${ A) with the measure of T(A) greater 

than the measure of S minus 1A* Consequently, /T(*)| > |G|-3A. 

The partial derivatives and being the limit of 
m/& gy 

a sequence of continuous functions which are uniformly con¬ 

vergent on S (A), are themselves continuous on S(A). More¬ 

over, the partial derivatives are then uniformly continuous 

on the perfect set T{ A), .■ 

The case is trivial except when the measure of T{X) ia 

positive. Hence, this condition will be studisd. 

let C(F,r) be a circle center at a point P of T(\) of 

radius r and let T(P,r) be the set of points of T(A) con¬ 

tained in C(P,r), As the density of T(A) is one almost 

everywhere in T£A), the following relationship is satisfied 

in a set S(A) contained in T with measure equal to the 

measure of T. ^isiit - 1 
r -=y 0 lC(P,r)\ 

Let E(P,r) be the set of points of E contained in 

C{P,r), Then if P is a point of E, there corresponds to 

each H a positive radius rjj(P) with the property that 

Measure E(P,r) 1 ^ ^ „ y~ 

Me^su^e'cwtrT >X “ H* 0 < r <AH(P) 

As the convergence of the difference quotient is 

uniform on S(M. to each positive number £ , there corresponds 
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a positive number h(V,€) such that 

h - 
<6 

0 <|h|< k(*,£) 

tLs^ajs.?J5.X(.Sjgr.I _l£(x v 
k 37lX#/ 

0 <\k\< h(>,6 ) 

<6 

uniformly for each point (x,y) of S(>0* 

Similarly, the uniform continuity of the partial deriva¬ 

tives on T{>0 implies that to each positive number there 

corresponds a positive number h(€ ) with the property that 

uniformly for each (x^) and (x^jr) of T with \y,-y2|<bU) 

and \ xi|<h(e). 

With 6 , N and a point of E(>\) fixed r0 can be picked 

with the following properties: r0< h(>v,0, r0< h(6), and 

r0 < » Lot the co-ordinates of f0be (x^x) and let P.( be 

an arbitrary point contained in the circle, center at P0and 

of radius vo, with co-ordinates XJ^XQ-HIIJ sink,) and y^ay^h,* 

cos (of,) where hj satisfies the following inequalities: 

0 < hA< ^=r0 and 0 < h.x< *). 

JT 
In the circle center at E, and of radius h.-~r-, the 

V?» TT 
measure of the complement of set E is less than ■,Av"■?-<>» 

\ w —1 r 

Th.is statement can be verified as follows. 

(E(B.r)l + lCE(S,r)l _ 
TTY*2- TT r^ -1 or 

lM%,r)| _ _ iGBjikrli 
TT Y

2
- Tnri 

i? r <rH(Pe) 1 > 1 - it or < J* n r*- N' TT If2, 

In particular, this last relationship is satisfied by 

t’ae radius h, |jrrp for n( r^wp^* implies that hjip^r^ r*j(%). !£=aj IT 
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aen laEtg.hJSj)) < TThj^ . itsTgfeji.. 

The circle center at P. and of radius is contained 1 ii-x 

in the circle center at P0 of radius r0for 

h, 4 fo„.I   • ..fel). r 1 N-l N-l< (n-i) N 
r„ 

The circle G(^, contains at least one point 

of E. For if this were not true, the measure of the comple- 
*kT 

mentary set of B In C( j, would be greater than or 

equal to It C^, ^ were void of potato -of E. 

z. Ttiu TTh 
“ (iI-i)l-“ TIT-IT

1
- 

3TrhiMl). 
pfrfifc * 

\?hereas - TTh^-lI2 _ Rfp. hsM) > •{fr-lTa. v ^ h-1 I - 
Trh^(H-l) TTh> 

(N-l> (N-i)t " 

Let ) be the - co-ordinates of the point P^, 

then ^|(xt -x,, )*■ + (y, -yz )*< < h^ for IT j^2. 

In particular, P^ and P^ may coincide if P^ is a point 

of E, 

Consider the relationship 

(A) ftStfSI.)-.-. f(.St3£). - ) + 
h4 ~ hd h T 

+ fiW.L ? - i( Wo). 
hi 

Tile first of the three functions in the right hand 

member of the equation (A) vanishes if P^ and coincide 

otherwise. 1 f (ZtsJi) — tl^>y» ) 1 •= — f C^yyaJj , 
' lxf ' Jlx-xJF + (y, -ya f- 
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.4*I'Azlsl < g-(x . ,to_) 
xx^ A u ri -x n1 

2I;KN) • in. • isilil 
H-l h» H-l 

POP (x^y^) is a point of S and implies 

that < ^° <v0 <pi*)) for IT ^>2. 

Lot the co-ordinates of he x^= x0+h^cos and 

y^= yD 4-hjSin( °^} * We will show that the second function 

in the right-hand member of equation (A) is ~£-(x>y) cos(oc j 

V7here-©• decreases to zero as and TJ^ 

decrease to zeroi 

£{*i*Tfc.). r.X(.Mii.I a ?IX*L*JLX x hg, cos.(_gtjt) 
h, xt-x0 ht 

for XJ.-SJS hfccos7<^V 

Since both P0 and P^ are points of S, 22* and of I with 

2*0 and |x0-xi)<ht< r0 then 

llfc-i* ) - §<Zo* )1 ana 1 - 

)|<€ for /x*- x„\ < r0 < h(K*€), 

Thus, t(%zjjzX^X(xasXt.l 
■ xt- x„ ax (3fe *y0> 

fJauyO - g£(z ) 
3X ^ * I 

I> ~ |§Cac*,ye-) I < 2e or 

|§(ac«,y„ ) + % where ^1(<
2-€. 

As >Kx,-xl)*‘ + (y,- JZ )
l < 

£i£uJx )--r....li ?»-»&■.). - 

we know |h1> 
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for < li, + or - lij < On the other hand, 

&i< h, ' h» < §rj» Consequently, 

h, - |li~ < h^ < h, + and as h, is not sero,v* 

-1" fcl < E^<:L +fcl 0P t,1" 1 where 

1TOY; 

|C<JSWj>-C0S^,)J = I? SiN^i^lV 2. | | 

From the triangle P# P, P^, with Pp and Pi fixed for all 

positions of P^ by the theorem of Pythagoras a V l P, - P^ < ~-*t~ 

"a VP 

R If XT >3 i<*i-ou\cannot exceed for 
* «3 

\p the circle center at P. which contains w 1 

^ P^ is of radius ||~£. If XI ^3 

s?|j‘and sin(MA*l«<\-<**.l ) £ 

- ~ or MAX.Wr°*il ^ 30° - ^ 
p_ __ 

Consequentlyj | ~ °<zj| - SI'NJ^I £• fa 

for the Si//|o(i-o<>I r §i £ Jli. ~ 1 * Thus, |CoJ<*.-Cos«ij\t 
Vw cw-OW, w-i N-l 

or CoXc^Cojfe'j)* yj^ where I | ^ 

Hence, £t*jSD^=X{X*CUl „ [§£(*.,y. 

- UK *3T0 )Co«J,) + «>),.V^nhore $-(>}, 

decreases to zero as ^ j^^^ecrease to zero andQCofl,o)=0 

* hz > 0 if IT > 2. 
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From a similar consideration, the third function in, 

the right-hand member of equation (A) 

1.(XtoXxi-sJiXAj&l - ^U,,y.')einl<,) + aty.fnXj') 

where decreases to zero as X,nz 
ni 

decrease to zero. 

■t?n„ f(a«7i.) - - f (xo.,Z%).„—Xtep..i2rfi.I * htySifti-gii 
y\ - 7o hi 

and 1fr()|< € , for (x,,y„) is a 

point of S(>0 and lyt - yj h(>»,6). 

Tlius .CCyaiJ^)^XCSAaafti.- (xa ,y0 ) +*?, where [79.1 <6 

In addition, j|*r 1+^ where 

Moreover, .. ..... . 

JS.NK)-S.V,<W|)) r |e Cosl*!^ ^ 

or Sw(°^ - SIM(°S)4 ^3 Adhere (^'J 6 _£ij 

Hence, 

£iZQ,»yiL).-T...fi^.YJ.U ^|£(^,-4 )^[l.^S.N«(, +^'} or 

-.f.fea.,.Tc,.).~ |X(XoJy4 ) + «'(!!;,W,) 
Oj 

where ^decreases to zero as and 17' decrease to zero* 

Evaluating the equation (A), we have for an arbitrary 

point (xa,ye) of E(A) 

f(x, «y« ) -f(x0,y0) _ f (a:0j|-h,_.cog.( ya +h/ s:tn(.o(t ) -f (sa ,y« ) 
h, ~ ht 

Jcos^.y-|£sin(*;) +R( h , *.)• 



'V and 1 are all less than and 1^,1 and 
IT]/} are both less than 26* These quantities decrease uni¬ 

formly for each point in a circle center at (:£,;?) as the 

radius decreases. So we can say that R{h,o<) decreases to 

zero uniformly for all o< as h decreases to zero. 

Then letting h '==h(coa(®<,) and k = hjSin(«<,) 

f(xe+h , y + k) ,=r f(^}+ h||(^)^ k |£(:^)-i- Vh^-t-k*-*. 

R(h,k) where R(h,k) decreases to zero as h and k approach 

zero* 

■We have established the existence of a total differ¬ 

ential in the sense of Stolts at each point of E(h) where 

the measure of E(A) is greater than the measure of G minus 3N 

Consider the sequence of >is aA,l and denote 
3 

by En the set E(M corresponding to X a i. 
n 

Then |En| > The set of points which do not 

belong to some ®n must then be of measure zero, which 

establishes the theorem. 

Theorem of Menchoff«T3 Suppose f(z) is continuous on 

a domain D and that for each point z of D, except perhaps of 

a countable set , there are two non-collinear lines d((z) and 

d^s) passing through z with the following properties: 

(a) The limit of the function £(„Z;fc.h?p..~jf(z,)m as & 
h 

approaches zero exists and is finite if z+h lies on the 

line d((s). 

13 

pp. 59-99* 
M, D. Menchoff, Fundaments Mathematica. (1935) t 
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(b). Hie limit of the function . *AL ~S..Lff.). as & 

approaches aero exists and.is finite if z+h lies on the 

line d^(z). 

If these two limits are equal at each point of (D-e), 

except perhaps at the points of a set of measure zero, then 

f(s) is analytic in D. 

Let B be the set of points interior to D, at which f(z) 

is not differentiable, If the set E were void, the theorem 

would be true. Hence, we assume that the set E is not void. 

Let P be the derived set of E. If a point s of E were 

isolated by the theorem of Riemann, f(z) would have a 

removable singularity at z* But this is impossible, for f(z) 

is continuous at z and not differentiable there. Conse¬ 

quently, the set P contains the set E. Let s'be a point of 

the derived set of P. Then, a neighborhood of z contains 

the neighborhood of a point of P in which f (z) is not dif¬ 

ferentiable. The set P contains the set If severe a 

point of P which did not belong to there would be a 

neighborhood of s fvoid of points of P and E. This Is a 

contradiction. The set contains the set P* 

The preceding argument assumed that in each case the 

point in question was an interior point of D and is suffi¬ 

cient to justify this statement. The set P is a perfect 

set 'With the exception of possible limit points on the 

frontier of D. 

Suppose f(z) were not analytic In D, Then D would con¬ 

tain a rectangle r0 with sides parallel to the co-ordinate 
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axes and with the property that ^£(z)dz 5 0, As r0 could 

bo embedded in a rectangle G with sides parallel to the 

co-ordinate axes and lying in B, it is stifficient to con¬ 

sider the points of P interior to G, together with their 

limit points on the frontier of G* This set is the portion 

of set P determined by the domain G and is a perfect set by 

the preceding argument. This remark serves to demonstrate 

that it is no restriction to assume the set P is a perfect 

set contained in B» 

Let us define m portion Tt(d) of set P to bo those 

points of P lying interior to the domain d, together with 

their limit points on the frontier of d, 

Suppose P is the countable union of non-void sets Pn. 

Then at least one of the sets Pn contains a non-void portion 

TT of P. If this were not true, every non-void portion TT(d) 

of P contained in D would contain a non-void portion TTn 

with the property that the domain defining TT^ would contain 

no points of ?n* We could then define a sequence of closed 

regions Sn with diameters decreasing to zero in the follow¬ 

ing manner. Let S^be the closure of G, Then, if be 

defined with the property that the intersection of S^ with 

the union of the first k sets P„ is void, S, „ is picked in n k+1 
the following way. The interior of the closed rectangle 

6 , 
S,r would define a non-void portion TTvS^) of the set P. We 

could then find a non-void portion contained in "rfCs^) 

which contains no point of P, -. Hence, a closed rectangle 
IC-KL 
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sk+l diameter no greater than ^could be chosen interior 

to which contains points of P, and jet the intersection 

of S, _ with the first k+1 sets is void, 
■■■ k+0. .*1 

Then wo could find a point z0 common to all and, 

consequentIj, a limit point of points of P, Hence, za must 

be a point of P and jet zDis not a point anj Pn. This is a 

contradiction. 

Moreover, if a countable set e is extracted from the 

set P to form the set { P-e), then the closure of (P— e) 

contains P. * If this were not true, there would be a point 

a of P and a circle center at a of positive radius which 

contains no points of (P-e) In its interior or on the 

boundarj. Yet the interior of this circle defines a non¬ 

void portion of the set P, a perfect set, while at the same 

time, a point of this set can onlj be a point of the count¬ 

able set e. This is a contradiction. A perfect set contains 

an uncountable Infinitude of points. 

In the work to follow, we shall define a sequence of 

sets G„ where each ooint of G satisfies a relationship B„ 
n * n n 

in such a manner that the set P-e can be constructed from 

the union of such sets. (P-e) = ^ G or P -'SG 4- o. 
XX 

If points are extracted from P in such a fashion as 
to leave at least one point on evorj perfect set contained 
in P, then set (P u), where u is the extracted set, has the 
propertj that the closure of (P u) contains P. 
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It will bo shown that a limit point of points satisfy¬ 

ing the relationship^ En must itself satisfy R^. Hence, we 

consider P = (P-e) - £ G„ 
 n 

A point of £G„ is a noint of one set G . the limit 
>,,1 n n 

point of points of a set G for some n, or is the limit 
n 

point of points from infinitely many sets Gn* Let us denote 

this latter set of points by o/. Then P •= ^G*n c f 

By the theorem preceding, a set G^ or e7contains a non- 

void portion TT of P, If the set of contained a non-void 

portion TT" of P, then we could find a point of o which would 

not be a limit point of points of infinitoly many sets Gn» 

This is a contradiction. Consequently, a set G-n contains a 

non-void, portion 7T of P. 

Lot us now show that sets G^, with the properties 

indicated, exist, in particular, such that (P-e)-]£. Gn„ 

Let A be a fixed directed line lying in the plane of 

D and lotLA^dJ(z3 be the minimum angle between A. and di,z) 

in the positive sense. Mien d(z) is parallel to A the angle 

is defined asTT* Consequently, we have the relationship 

0<[A * cl( s)} r TT for either of the two linos d(z) or 

d(s) corresponding to a point z of P-e. 

Wo will now show that (P-e)'s. Gn whero the Gn are 

Rn is tlie relationship defining the closure of a 

set Gn, 

** B^iPzo) wo denote the closure of the set (P-o), 
and by £ C^n) bhe closure of the union of sets Gn, 
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defined in the following manner. 

Suppose P, n, , n ^ are positive integers. Then a point 

2 of {P-e) is a point of Gr{P, nj , n^} if 

(a) | CA ^dt<Z)l - g^p| < g50P t = 1, ^ 

(b) ^ djp] > , where the symbol 2&] 

is the minimum angle between the .two lines df(z) and d^(z)» 

(c) The distance from the point z to the frontier of 
1 I y JTT._ 

D is greater than ggopand JGoo 

(d) P where the point "f is any point of 

d (z) or d-Jz) satisfying the relationship O <(’?•"Z'l 4 zooP 

That a point s of (P~e) is a point of G(P, n(, nt) for 

some P, nv ,n^ can be demonstrated in the following manner. 

By choosing P sufficiently large, it follows from the 

hypothesis that conditions (b), (c) and (d) are satisfied, 

and to increase P strengthens these inequalities. 

Let P be chosen sufficiently large to satisfy (a), (b), 

and (c). Either [.A ^dj£z)l with, i -=.1,2 as the case may be, is 

a multiple of gg^p or it is not. In the first case, we can 

find an integer n^ so that ^ ^ ^ 

i ^ rdfn - §&> i= ° ■ 
In the latter case an integer can be found so that 

✓ [A^d-(z)l < OY* 0< <_A— 
ioop } 1 J<

8OOP J c soap 800p 

In either case, l r A * A r-,\T t'W* W -JL  |LA><v»J &Sop\< SOOP 

By restricting the points of G(P, n,, nz) to be points 



of (P-o) v/e have”'*"’ (P-o) = where each GL is not void. 
Vi. | *** ^ 

If s is a. point of P-e where the lines dj (a) and d^(a) 

exist, by hypothesiswe will,'denote these lines by S( (z) and 

5^a) respectively* If 3 is a point of e, which is a limit 

point of points of one then the point z will be shorn 

to possess the properties necessary to,satisfy the axioms 

above, except that the greater than symbol is replaced by 

the greater than or equal sign and the less than sign by the 

less than or equal sign. These axioms.are precisely the 

ones, which the set G~/ , containing a non-void portion of 

P, must satisfy with P, n, and integers corresponding to 

the set trn* 

Let zgbe tho limit point of a sequence of points 

sn of G-^. Then ?/e may consider the set of angles CA7 

This set is an infinite bounded set, so there is at least 

one limiting angle LA > which defines the line<5, (zj* 

Let t 
zxi^S a subsequence of the sequence 1 with foil 

approaching S (^-) as a limiting position. Let $ satisfy 

the inequality 0 < S < X and let X* be the point on the 
2.ooP L 

positive’"'’ side of<S(zn.) with l "Z^l - S 

Suppose'fo is the corresponding point on b^z). ®hen 

‘“’ The sets G(P, n(, n^} are certainly countable. 

The positive side of dt (sn) Is the side of the line 
so that the angle between the directed line and A is greater 
than zero and less than or equal to TT • 
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\'L 
r X + h*; and T.’n- - 20-+ where h^. and h^. approach 

zero as becomes; infinite. Then from the uniform conti¬ 

nuity of f(z) on the closure, of d the domain defining IT 

— \ -“f1*2.0+ . ) \ _ 

" I - 7-*i \ 

^t»4v 

Then 

As 5 was arbitrary, 

<£ ?OY h;>YV(fe) 

O <% < we have 

11 W - fttj | ^ 

W-fg^l L'l 
1.-^0 I ” P 

for all points of S^sJ such that ^ is on the positive side ' 

of 8,(%) and satisfies 0< I \ ~ 2ol < . A similar con¬ 

sideration establishes this relationship for the negative 

side of h({^ and for the lineSj(sJ, 

^Relationships (a) and (b) imply for all points of oT^ 
t As t J 

that l L ,S,cz?J ^ 400P for from (a) 

- 8OOP
< [AjcJ/zlJ - < 57Trt 

-aToP<^a,CO] - 

8ooP 
1 

aoop ^ 8OOP 
vu 

subtracting ■-■5=. / £,A , ci.C^> ^ ^ 8 00? 
° Boo? ^ u ' ‘ 

or -[A^apv <2+00P 

TT 
aS 400P ^ "3200 ^‘1^s ^-fference the smallest angle between 

the two lines. . Hence, iSfZijSp)] < qoQp 

By the limiting process, C 8/2') ^ S,(Z)] = ~opfor all 

points sy and s*of TT* 

By the limiting process frovn b) E&fz** for All 
P 

points s ofTT 
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If we let V~~'ioo? * Previous argument is sufficient 

to shot? that there exists onTT a system of lines which we 

shall denote by S(TT fr) satisfying the following axioms: 

1, If 2 is a point of TT, then there is at least one 

line 6,(2} passing through the point and at least one line 

S(,z) passing through the point. 

2, Each limiting position of lines S,(z) is also a 

lineS, (2) and each limiting position of lines£^(2) is also a 

line 6^(2) . 

3, The minimum angle between the lines Sx(z) and 6,(z ), 

where z and z' are points ofTT,is no greater thancr, or 

[Sl{z)s &%(z")] tcT and the minimum angle between the lines 

£|z) and &(z*} are also no greater than«7T 

1|.. The minimum angle between a lines 6t(z) of a point 

IZ^of TT and a line 6^z' ) of a point z of TT is no less than 

Sockr. [st( z'), /)] £ 8 00 cr. 

5* |iXt).Ip. y/here 2 is a point of TT and is a 

point of 6,(2) or 8^(2} satisfying O < I "f — zl < C7~. 

To simplify the proof, we will assume for the present 

that the system 5(^01 further satisfies the following axiom 

6. [Sj2>^*}>3G0CTand \8^OOCTT 

Whereby ox is understood the x axis and hy ^ the y axis. 

Under these hypotheses, the line integral of the func¬ 

tion f(s) about an arbitrary rectangle with sides parallel 

to the co-ordinate axes and lying in d will be shown to be 

2ero« This is a contradiction since the set E contains 
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points in & by assumption. 

Lemma 1. Suppose s/and 2*are two points of TT with the 

property that s(, the point of intersection of the lines 

6^(z) and S^s//) and z^, the point of intersection of the lines 

6,(^) and'6^2% are distinct and uniquely; determined. Then 

the diameter of the quadrilateral with vertices z z4 z" is 

less than 1. \z'- z"l and |f(f) -f(f#)|4 Kg. IS'- z‘\ where 'f 

and 'f* are points of the quadrilateral and Ko- is a positive 

Ignore ■d- is e ither {&t(z) , sy j\ the minimum angles between 

the lines 6,(z) and 8£z1) or the maximum angle between the 

lines which is the supplementary angle of £$,(z), z" * 

As Ti then n~ 800<r >* •^^80(XJ:Gonoequently. 

t s 1 sinto) \ sin (Qoos) > 0". 
I 

Then and 
qOD& sin(*) 

ls'- = ,| < |z'- z"| '453V. 

In a similar manner, the point pairs which are end 

points of a side of the quadrilateral verify the same 

inequality, (z,— I s — z l , lz — s^K tyoocr ^ ~ ^ l 

and Iza-z'/ < -A „ Iz'-z^l . 
■ 4005T 

: w As cr’< fgjb * then 800<r<^ The ratio verifies 

for 0 <x<2 the inequality . J. ^^inCx), ^q. 
* £ 7T s 



The diameter of the quadrilateral is no longer than 

the length off1, the contour of z zn Zg* Hence, the 

diameter, of z' z* z'' z, 4. U f -J- I z- z"l] < -i-te'-z"! , T a [MOOXT J cr 
It remains for us to demonstrate that if(j) -ft-j )i< 

Via'- 2"| for any two points ^ and f *lying on the quadri¬ 

lateral, Shis relationship can be verified for two points 

of P; 
■ / 

In particular, let » be a point of the line segment 

i7 ij, and let a point of the segment z" . 

I'f-sl 4 diameter of z ■z*z/ z9< JLlz'- s"l * 

The portion TT may be replaced in this argument by any 

non-void portion <TT Contained in TT, so there is no restric¬ 

tion in assuming that the diameter of TT is less than CT\ 

Then ir-zK cr^o; and by property 5" of the system 

or |f(t) - f(z)j i ^.K'- z\< |*|z'- z"| . 

From a similar consideration: 

lf(z) -f(zj\< ^*|s'-.z"| 

|f(zg,) -f(z/7)|< gf-i|z#- %''/ 

|f<z")-fCf)| < ^2|z'-z"| 

Then |f (t*) —f ('f//)| 4 |f(f)-f(z')| + |f(z') -f(zt)|+ 

+lf(Ze.) 3[|%'-z'lh zt 

A similar consideration will imply the same inequality 

if the other cases are considered. I ret') - f (t*;)< j^tz'- s"i 

for any two points "f * and t/; lying on P« 



LetTT^be the set of points of TT interioi’ to the quadri¬ 

lateral zJ Zf zu z^v Suppose fj and are two points of 7T* 

Then the lino W intersects P in two points and the line 

&Pt> intersects P in two points. In like manner* the lines 

S,<T.) and «A> intersect P in four points, f and 1* are 
./ «// 

picked so that "J is one of the first four points and * is 
j/ ,»// 

one of the last four points, and T and 7 lie on the same 

side or adjacent sides of z'zf z
tf
 zt. Then, 

lf(t,) -f(fj) i [f(f,) - r(V)| *+ |f(t) -f(/)| + |f(?V f(t,)k 

~&fe,-z,'l as before. 
<r * 

In an analogous manner, the same inequality is satis- 

fiod if 'f, is a point of P and t^is a P°^n^ of 771 

The union of the set 77and P is a perfect set. Hence, 

the complementary set in the interior of z*zt z
u
 ztis an 

open set 0* Lot f, be a point of 0 and let Rz) = f CzJ - f(1[). 

If the maximum of I fl«) I on the closure of z zxz" Zjwere 

taken on'by a point ^ of 0, then there would be a point 

z0of TTOY r7 with the property that jF(^o)J - [F(?,)| . Lot 

the domain d(fL) be the set of points of 0 which can be ) 

connected to ^ by a polygonal line lying in the open set 0. 

f (s) is differentiable on d(^), hence, analytic there. So 

by the principle of the maximum, F(z) is identically a 

constant on every closed region contained in d(j^) with 

in its interior. Hence, a sequence of points ^ of d(j£) 

can be chosen so that Fa>l =- W and Hi approaches zOJ 
a point of IT*or F* But JF(z) is continuous at srf Hence, 



n—»«o I Ft,)( " IFCf4)l - jF(^)j « In a similar manner, if we 

let ($ (a) = f(s) — f(^) f then the maximum {<$( z )| is taken on 

by a point a|of TTorP. Hence, 

lf(f,) |f(^)-f(f,)| = |f (^) -f(s0)j< 5.1 |3'-s"| , for 

z,and zeare points of the union of TT^and P, which demonstrate 

the lemma, 

Lemma 2. If z and zf are points of TT , then 

|f(z) -f(z')|< Vls-z^l where I<b-—“Li 

If the lines 5((z) and $>kzu) meet in one and only one 

point, and if St (z
l) and z) meet Lin one and only one point, 

the theorem follows from Lemma 2* 

Otherwise, SX I) and S( z*) or S (2) and^Cs7 ) coincide and 
■ I X 

the theorem follows from property of the system S CTT,W) for 

the diameter of IT is less than OF* hence, less thanO"*® 

Lemma 3* Suppose C(^,^) is the circle with center at 

ZQ, a point of set TT and of radius Let TTCz^^) be the set 

of points of TT contained in Suppose, moreover, 

ilp1-cohere CT = 

Then|f(z) — f(z^j < K^or)#r6for all points 

relationship |s - 2^1 < ^. K^cr) - 2%* 

+ s.NCaob^i 
z satisfying the 

Let s be arbitrary, satisfying the inequality \z 

Pick points 'f1 and 'S"to lie on the line*-' x-= Rs so that 

To 
T 'f'-z-s z-'i" - 

l SIN 300<r [_i + ^il(/ (30OO-)"] 

Rs denotes the real part of s» 



Let G/and C* be the circles with centers at and'?// 

rQ   

4 4 W3000-)l 

respectively and each of radius 

Hie circles C; and are contained in C (%,%), for 

suppose a#is a point of the circle oi Then, 

120-s74 }ze-zl + la-^1* If-si * % *tslk(300tr)n4J_ “1 
L 

r* 

*0 

= r„ 

Similarly, if 2 7/were a point of C , then 

Denote byTT{G) and by Tit C^)' the set of points of TT 

contained in C and C^respectively. The set TT((/) is of 

positive measure for I TT(C)l ^ |7T(?o,Ol““ 

TTVV - o 
>(ui ^ 

T V SlN*»OV~J 

Similarly, |7r(c")l >0, 

Let 2/be a point of TT(<f) and z" be a point of 1T(C// ). 

The points of intersection of the linesS^z) and 8£z) with 

the line x = Ra must lie above the point s and the points 

of intersection of the lines 5, (?!') and z ) with the line 

x = Rs must lie below z. Let w/ be the point of intersection 

of the line 6t(z) and the line x = Rz. Prom property 6 ofSCnjo) 

urH - 
*[l s»r<(300 1 
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S(z) and z- is the point of intersection of the lines $ (s/;) 

ondS^z), Then ztand s j must lie on opposite sides of the 

line x tz Ra. For, in particular, if s^and zz v/ere to the 

right of the line x = Rz with &[z) lying below S^Cs), the 

following is evident from the geometry in the accompanying 



7T- s, > Tr -TT -+ $00 <T - ^00 cr-. The angle x cannot be the 

minimum angle between &£z) and &£z"), for this angle is no 

greater" tlian'PT Consequently, S, ~ j^(z"), ^(s)} » «Vhen 

Sjis acute, certainly is acute when^Cz*) lie3 to the 

xiight of 6|a) as shown in the diagram. Moreover,, 

i,= \&{.z")*&(z)} i Q£- fs,(3")' si(z)]%8000-. This is: 

a contradiction. 

Similarly, if 6^*) is to the lef t of z ), fi/and &, 

would yield the same contradiction. 

Z ^ cannot lie on z"), for then <5,() and ^(z'O would 

coincide. A similar argument is valid if S>; (z) lies above 

S^lz). Hence, we conclude s( and cannot lie on the right 

side of the line x = Hz. By similar reasoning, we would 

find a contradiction if both z(and were to the left of 

the line x = Rs. 

The point z then lies in the interior of the quadri¬ 

lateral z zL. Hence, by Lemma 1, 

|f(z) - f {z}| < K /z- z\ £ Kjp. r. J for cr -P * 

er0 u-*ri   rY0 
Mt300cr)fi + - •* "l 

Z0 and z! are points of il. So by Lemma 2, 

|f(z) -f{^)\< lZ<r \z'-z0\< Kgr re , 

Consequently, 

|f(z)-f(z6)[ 4 ]f{z)-f(^)( + |f(z')-f(%)| < ZKrT’^Zf) 

See Property 3 of the system 5 (TT,w), 



for z satisfying |z:-s 0( < 

Lemma !{., If the measure of Tj"is not zero, then f{z) 

possesses a derivative almost everywhere inTr, satisfying ■ 

the inequality \f(z)l ^ 3K<<H. 

Suppose zDis a point of TT where the density of TT is 

onej and suppose that C(%,r) denotes the circle whose center 
■ *0 

is at z0 sad whose radius is r. Then there is an r0 so that'
45’ 

x_ or’fop all r less than r„. 

Lot h bo such that 3 [h| - r < 2^. Then by Lemma 3» 

|f {se4-h) — f (2p|< KJ^r) r =■ 31C1<cr‘^ jhl for I zgt-h - z«\=|hl < 

Consequently, Limit superior 
\h\ —> 0 11 

Usk ^ 3Kfr)for all 

points of TT where tho density is one. That is, almost 

everywhere in TT. Then L|.(x,y) is finite almost everywhere 

in d. Hence, the partial number derivatives exist most 

everywhere in d. As in the proof of Rademaeher * s theorem, 

the function must possess a total differential in the sense 

of Stolts almost everywhere in d. By the lemma*^ to follow, 

f(z) is differentiable almost everywhere"" inTf. 

I denotes the measure of the set of points of TT 
contained in c(s,r). 

iJj* 
’ M. D, Menchoff, nSur los Fonctions Monogenes,” 

Bulletin de la Societe Math, (1931), p* lip.. 

The set u must be of measure zero. 



Auxiliary Lemma* Suppose f(s) possesses a total differ 

entlal in the sense of Stolts at a point ze and there are 

two non~ebilinear lines 6^3^ and passing through z 

with the following properties: 

(a) Limit 
h -*0 h exists if ze+h is restricted 

to lie on 8^ zjl * 

/■u.\ Limit f(zr-»-k) -f(&) exists is uk is restricted 
' ' k 0 k 

to lie on $£ zj • 

Cc) The two limits in (a) and (b) are equal* Then 

?(z) is differentiable at 2: z,. 

As f(z) possesses a total.differential in the sense of 

Stoltz at and 3£(2L) exist and f(s)= f/z) + <$(s) 
ox l 

• where (Pc 2 )= *(z) (z - z) and f,(z) - f (%) •‘■M^Xx- xj+ |£(sj)(y- y) 
^ ^ ^ IJT ® 

Moreover, 6(z) approaches zero as a approaches z0 . €(6) = 0 

(P(z) is differentiable at z-=ztffor 

Limit (Qt2«+AZ)- <ffiz0) — Li'w.r fcfcA AJZ _ Q 

A 2->0 AZ AZ-^O AZ 

The difference quotient is independent of h 

if z0+h is restricted to lie on one side of 8,(z^, 

Let 0,be the angle that the line S^zJ maizes with the 

x axis measured from the x axis in the positive sense," 

Then z0~xe+ iyo and yhs xc+|h| caste) +i(^ + \h\ sirto)), 

The theorem requires only the equality of the limits 
on fijte^and §^:emith z0+h restricted to lie on the positive 
side of and ^(zo) respectively. 



Let ~£(s}= #•+ 16 and 2£{a) s m +ih. I’hen 9x «> r ay ^ 

f,(s) = f(%) + (y ■+ d^s) |h| cos(6>,)4 (m + in) ]hj sinfe{)and 

1**16.) ihl cos^fC m-t in) lh\ sinfftV_ (g + i6)cosfe.W(m 4in)sin&) — 
l hi ('cosl©,v+1 sin£j) ~ cos(eft+i sintep ~ 

(ffcosfe^msln^ + i(.floogfeiUfts irM. 
cos®^ + i sin(©-,\ 

■ Similarly, if the angle 6^±s the angle &£zj makes 'with 

the -x axis in the positive v sense. 

Limit ft(s«*k) ~ f (gf) 3coste?Wii 3infet\+i(fico5te,y.n sinfeft) 
k—»G ~ k “ cos i sin 

where s64k is restricted to lie on the positive side of the 

line &z(zJ. 

As the two limits are equal by hypothesis, 

gcost^Um sin<i»)4i(4co3^4n sirfefji - ycoafoi+m aInca,)41 (eosfcftn slnfe^ 
cos(©,Ui sin^-ep “ cos<©p+I sin©p 

cross-multiplying and equating real parts 

m sin^Jcos^-^cos^,) sinjS^sm sinfs^ eo3£j)-0eo3^V sinfe,') 

or (W 4-fi) cosfcj) sin^-s (T*t40) cos(a() sin^. 

As the lines 5(b^and S^are not collinear, cos@p sin$^ ■£ 

sin«^ cosfe,). Hence, Tf\ rO or?h=-(3. 

Equating the imaginary parts, 

(8-H) sinfe^cosC©,) = (2-h ) co3(6g)sin(e^ 

As the lines S^izJ and S^zJ are not collinear, sinCs^cos^ 

cosC^sin^j), Hence, g—h=0 or 8 = h . 

Then*** £f.z) - -xj 4 m(y- ^j]^- ua4 i £ra(x- ^)+ 

+&(y- J0) +Vi7 is continuous and has continuous partials of 

•* f,(^ = f( 25^ - U0 + iV0 . 
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the first order satisfying the Cauchy-Riemann differential 

equations^* =- ft = 5^ r m r -(-m) - - ™*. v a-y 3*y ay 

By the theorem of Cauchy, fj(z) is ai analytic function 

in the neighborhood of Hence, P.(zj exists. Consequently, 
/ * . / 

f(^) = f(^) -M$zj exists, which establishes the lemma. 

Let R be a square of side a contained in the domain d(iT)» 

Divide R into n2* equal squares of side ~ and enumerate them 

from left to right by rows, starting with the bottom rox?. 

For each n rectangle, R will be divided into n^* squares 

enumerated. Rn,^with ^ running from 1 to a
2". The squares 

Rn,yare then classified into the following typos. Only n 

which satisfies the inequalities that the distance from the 

rectangle R to the frontier of d(Tr) is greater than 

and i2 is less than *Twill be considered. 

Let€ be a positive number which is loss than one-fourth. 

Let bo the circle center at zn ^the point of inter¬ 

section of the diagonals of R^ y and of radius rn = 

Let tr^be the set of points of TT contained in the 

circle Jf-w, y Then, 

(a) A rectangle Rn^ is a rectangle R^ if Rn^ contains 

no points of TT in its interior . 

(b) 

(c) 

A rectangle R^• is a rectangle Rn if 

i *v>i 
Trt", 

^ > l- elOT 

/// 
A rectangle Rn^is a rectangle Rn if Rn^ is not 



Suppose Rn^ is an with a 4 x 4 b and c t 7 4 d. 

Let ^be the rectangle a + jr fs 4 b- j: and 

0 + I * •/1 a - H- 
1 ci Ci-V | 

i UI(x,y) + iv(x,j)Jdy - i m(x,y) + iv^y)] dy I = 

* x Rf' 'ciV. Pu Z*
1/
K fa 

Mu(x,y) —u(x + jr,y)l dy + Uv{x,y) -v{x+£,y)\dy 

„oi< 
+ \lu(x,y)+ iv(x,y)ldy ■+ Gu(x,y)+iv{x,y)ldy<£ 2c >lc(fe) 
)c 3d-fc 

for u(x,y) and v(x,y) are uniformly continuous and bounded 
// 

on the closure of Rn. A similar argument is valid on the 

other three sides. Hence, 

^f(z)dz ^ ff( ■=■ \f(s)dz s 0, for f(s) is analytic in the 
// 
H 

interior of 

Let E be the set of points interior or on the contour n 
7/ 

of a rectangle Rn^ and let E be the outer limiting sot of 

the sequence f * If (EnJ +0, then there would be 

a positive number h with the property that for infinitely 

many n jEn|> Jk • As |E J % limit jsuperior ^En^ , the 

set E v/ould be of positive measure. 

Suppose z is a point of E. Then z is a point of _ 
# Kr 

# /// 
for infinitely many n^. Let Rn^ be the rectangle Rn^ 

containing the point z in its interior or on its boundary. 
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The rectangles Bn* contains a point of TT for each n^. 'and til© 

■♦f 
diameter1 of Hn^ decreases to aero as ii]c increases without 

bound* Hence* a is a limit point of points of TT and conse¬ 

quently a point of T, The density of TT at z cannot be one 

yet the measure of E is positive* This is a contradiction* 

If the metric density of the set S at z is 1, there would 

exist a radius rft such that iUXsiiJllL i — for r < 3?* 0
 TT r*- 9 0 

C{%5r) must contain a circle ynk for sufficiently largo, 

Moreover, z0must be interior to 8^, Pick r the least 

radius so that G(s.r) contains * Then, 

= [ TC(Z6IY) I - IJTT —TrlrThJ a irr^- e^qr-l TTY\ TTY^TTY'.^ >TTV,, Q^vT, 

for 3 > V" > YV or 

This is a contradiction. 

Lemma 5* For each rectangle R^, j (f(z)ds |< iqcD.e 
R(, 1 

►area of Rn» 

Let Tr%© the set of points of TT contained in R^.U* 

is.not void for* 1^)1 % iTTMl - &r'r.l-IR£fl > 

W - * £ - [i «V* «*] & > ° 

if e < 
gvPFf^ 

Let z0be a point of TT and consider r satisfying the 

* ITT{H£)I and lTT(xl denote the measure of the set of 
points of TT contained in E^ and the circle ^corresponding 
to respectively. 
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condition > r % £<§& a ^r,,. 
n - n 11 

By definition of a I’octangle R^, ■> 
TT lfy, 

Let C(z.r) be the circle center at s„and of radius r« 

LetTT(2yr) be the . set of points of TT contained in the circle 

C(%,r)* Then as I'TT^Y')! * VTTOOI -CTrY^-Trr2] > TTY
1

"— 

if 
where T ^ t TTY*^ < Hence, <?+ TTlT1^ 

Then )TT(2a,r)| > TT* IT2, - OT¥ TT* f * err ilT^r^ -o;M 

■ T TT Y 

By Lemma 3 > |f( 2) -f(%}[ < K|cr) *r f or all points 2, 

such that lz-z0j<£, 
c 

/ // 
Suppose 2 and z are two points lying in the closed 

rectangle R^* Let r r Then every point of R-J lies 

interior to the circle whose center is at z^ana whose 

radius is for the diameter of an Rn isVES* 
2 11 

By Lemma 3, jfU*) -f (z)| <• ]f{z) — f (zj| + | f (2^)-f (z*)\ 

^ 2K^<r) * r = K|^“) « Let the vertices of Rjf have the 

co-ordinates (a, ,b,), (at,bf), (a4 jb^) and (a^,b^) with 

> a j and b^bbj . Then at— a,-r b^- b^ 

By Lemma ![., for almost all points of TT^ the following 

relationships are valid »,if 

]^(x>y)|< 3Kp}, ]§fU,y) 4 3K^ |f§<*,y)[< 3KfW 

f (z) is differentiable almost everywhere In n't4 
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< 3!^cr), Moreover, the partial derivatives satisfy 

the Cauchy-Riemann differential equations at these points* 

We can write 

Cf(s)dz - V (u +iv) (ds -+idy) a, \ udx-vdy -v i \ vdx + udy. 

VM ^ 
First consider \ u(s,y)dy« LetTT(y) be the set of 

points of TT*lying on the line y = As is a perfect 

set, TT(yr) is a closed-5*' set or void, 

If TT(y0) is not void, there are at most a countable 

infinitude of open intervals I* whose union forms the 

complementary set to TT(y^ on the line y - y. . 

Denote by 4-iye and by Zy = K^f* iy0 the left and 

right-hand end point of the open interval I3 S “ 1» 2, 3 > * * * * 

If c, - a,+iy0 is not a point of TT , then there is a 

f irst point of IT(^) to the right of c, on the line y-= 

Designate this point by o/ = & + i^. Similarly, if cL= aj+iyo, 

Is not a point of IT , then there is a first point of 

to the left of c, on y := y* Designate this point by 
t* O 

// // , c — a +• ly. 

By Lemma 2, jf(z^) -f (s$)| < Kfr) \z£ - z'3\ , for z' and 

;$ are points of IT* 

Let v* T 2(a - at) + €~ and rft - 2{a^- a”)- ■+ TheniH;‘ 
* 1*1 

^ 
v % % * and ^ \ ry^ . Let the a in the 

If 7T (y) were not closed, there would be a limit point 
of points of Tr{yo), not a point ofTT. 

0 < (a-ad < SL and 0 < (a - a") C a* 
I n ^ *n 



preceding argument be </and c;/* Then, 

|f(et) -f(e')| < K^r). r and (f(Cl) -f(c
v)l < %f) 

lu(a^) -^yjl ^ |f(ct) -f(c)l ^ 

fou(a^) -u(a$%)f + (T/(s?,y0) -- v(a/,^f <:^rj» r.' Then 

luCa^ -ii(a,^5| < 2Kfa')(a/-aJ) + K£r5* Jgev Similarly, 

]u(a,^j) - u(ayT)j < + Kjv-)» i^|€v Let the function 

UyflOcqual u(x,y) on TT{y), and let (z ~x' 
° . * / y. -s' - -s s 

+ u(x^*^) when x lies on an interval Is ♦ x'.< x ' < x^* 

Consider two points x 'and x7/ with a/< x/ x'^V a,( * If 

both x*and x#/ are points of TT(y), by Lemma 2, 
© 

\u^(x) - u^(x)| -1 I u(x',^) - u(x",%)| < iifi) x"~ x'/. 

Suppose one of the points, say x/ is a point of ir(y) 
* ~ ** O 

and x,; is not a point of TT(y)« Then x^lies on the 
O 

interval (xAx^).’ In particular, let x^lie to the right 

of x, Then’’ 

aVo(: 
'V £ ) -Uu 
X'' -X' < 

for x, xs' , and xsare points of A similar consideration 

is valid if x'* lies to the. left of x.' 

If neither x'or x is a point of TTV^, then z! is a point 

of an interval (x* ,x5) and x^is a point of an interval 
I I 

for 

< Kjir) 
for x'and x$ are points of 7H%) 
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(x^x^) • Let x bo to the right of x» Then, 

X * — X * 

4 UTfl(x") -Uy„(z^ 1 UY6(XO - Uye(Xs) 

l- | x' _ z" 
*■ 5» 

,U-rA(Xs,) - Uy„(x) \ , // /t 

I * ;<•' - r-' 1 < Krl:i -X|- 
// 

A similar consideration is valid if x is to the left 

of x. 

Uy(x) has a bounded difference quotient in the inter- 

val a* < x < a;/ and, honee, is an absolutely continuous . 

function in this interval. As u(x,y) = uv(xj is continuous 
O '* O 

at x = a and x = a and Hyy^x) is sumraable over the closed 
9x 

interval, we have 

u^(a ) - u^a) =■ = fe^dx *+■ 6x = 

<4* Jj . <> 

(x) 
a rtihJ 

1 3x 
dx + 25^^-- u^:\s ^ 

px 

. For UyCx^Js u(x ,^) and ^(Xj) = 

u(x',y) as x" and x< are points of ^"(x) * That 

^(x,y) at every point x mere the density of "^(yJ 

is oiie and ^(x,y) and exist will now be demonstrated 
3x 'V ax 

Let x0be a point of TT-^where the density is one. Con¬ 

sider a point x of an open interval (x^x^). Let us assume 

that x is to the right of x0. x0-± Xj' for the density at 

Xj cannot bo one. Further, let us assume that 

taii(fl|)^Hy0(j^Ir.3yB(£s.l 4 Hyi£».Lr-E;a.(iSl.L - tanC^and that both 
xi ~ X0 Xs — Xo 

tangents are sero or positive. 



Let tan (S') - HsfeLrJsiii 
nr ** —* o 

as 0 4 e,i^ 

ban(©^ 4 tan (ft) i tan (&0 

(X^o)) 

A similar consideration is valid in all cases. Hence, 

the value of the <2if for once quotient at zsz is no great or 

than the maximum of the values of the difference quotient 

at s = ij sad x s ac*# Similarly, the value of the difference 

quotient at x u x is no less than the minimum of the values 

of the difference quotient at x -z^ and JS2J, 

Given €:> 0 1 S v 1 3ilg*2Sl..s Ji(.5a&L _ 2£{x y)\<£ fOP 
\ x - x 0 •LUi 

|x - x„\<S ♦ If |~(%»yJ exists as u.(x) x u(x,y) onTT(v), 
OA «//j O ® 

wo have ’ - P-%,yj[ < 8 for |s-*,)<$ and x 

a point of n?y), {We assume ©:tiLatsl . 
0 JV ® 7 

*""* '■ I 

hot 6 be tho-minimum of &- h and 6-lf v/iicro h+ is the 

distance from, a point of Tr(g) lying between xdand x6+S to 

the point xc-*S , and h~ is the distance from tho point xtf-S 

to a point of TT(^) lying between x0-& and x-0» Such points 

exist, for the density of T%at x is one. Then, by the 

preceding argument I ~ u?JxJ _ Sn I ^ for all x such 
l S -So 

that [x . Then'll - ^~y0 at every point of TT(y). 
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where the density, is one, |E(x,yp exists and 3&y(x.Y'T exists eg. 

almost everywhere in1T(^). 

Consequently, u(aiS^) -*u(a,,y^ = ( |l|dx + >?(y) where 

iT^o) 
- || -u(xs',%)] 4 u{a,ye) -u(a,^) + uU^)- 

u(a^)j 4 Zlu(x',^) ~u(x'i^)| Hr \u(a',^) - u(a,,yo)| 4- 

|u(at,%) — u(a//,y)| < K£cr)£lx"- x$l+ 21^) \a'-a.,\ + 

KJcr)+2K^r)\a^ - a'I + £| e Kfr)<0l^<r)^(x" -x') + (a' - o^.) 

+(at-a")j4 E<j<r). Mae 

(The foregoing is valid for all b, f jo4 b^ if the 

corresponding sef>T(y0) is not void#) If the setTT(y) is 

void, n(y) ■= u(ar,y)-uCa^y), The |o^)J< KjrJ * =. 

8K^)(a?,-af). 

be the characteristic function of the complement of the set 
✓ ir x i rb>L r1, 

TF^in Rn. 16 I - J\^(y)iJ< 8K^) fdy yp(x,y)dx -f 

®i 

dy 

’* Set TT(y) 

By the theorem of Fubini, since TT and TT(y) are 

i AM l6a 
n 

’’ Uy(x) is absolutely continuous a/< x <3.//. Hence, 
(x) exist almost everywhere in *ir(y). 

-fr-Jo ° 



measurable, seta !6|<8K^cr) ^^<$(x,y)&5!;dy i+K^lS fc 

for b^-b^g, or tfr(< 8Ef? [\n£\ -*n*t]+l6K<<r> |R^6. 

Since exists and is bounded almost everywhere in TT*^ 

by the theorem of Pub ini < \dy C J~pcbc = ^ ^~~dxdy. A 
bl 'irti* TT4*5" 

similar consideration is valid for the other partial deriva¬ 

tives^ hence, ^i(z)ds mr +^r,|<i5C^ *+ 

i \ \ l|g-||jcbcdy + £ i * 

Since the partial derivatives satisfy the Cauchy- 

Riemann differential equations almost everywhere on TT, then 

Tf(s)ds ■= •0‘j where 1 $-f| ^ lfr[ 4 3 2. lTT*t] •+ 
^ t, ., ’ ■ 

QH Kf) . C±*£ .£ 

HOT7 In^i-irr^l <eicr,TrC4^for 

|Tr*J> lm>| - {>C- |RC0>T^C-c-^(7^T^r»'T^V',’ + 

OT (Rjl-I TT’*! < e*or’ Trr.1 = 646* O;‘'TT^ 

(or -ITT*I < fx Of*' Tj-ry _ | R4| . TU«n. 

1-^,1 < [3ie/^«r) orV C4 + CVfc/jrjHh- ^ k^a"''e'l Rul 

where ^bti&k£o-) OTTT +&Kf?£ox> 6 sufficiently small, 

IR* 

Y&ich establishes the lemma. 
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Lemma-6* POP every R^ |Cf(z)dz|^ K^Jarea of R^/* 

Suppose TT is the set of points of TT contained in the 

interior or on the boundary of square R^i Let 2,= a, + ib, 

ibj , z3 - + ib f, and z¥ » a ,+ib^ with and 

b( C bz be the co-ordinates of the .vertices of Then 

a «a r bi- b.: J3L 

Let c = a'Vib^be the co-ordinates of the point of inter 

section of the diagonals of 

Let a ^ a( - tangent (30Qd~) b{- b tangent^300 cr) 

r a£ 4-.J| tangent (300a') b* ■=. b +_ii tangent Aoocr) 
2n 

and let c4-a/+ ib/ 
C 2. - ^2 ^ ^ 

C3 = a + ib/ ~ & -f* ib^ 

Let A, * ^ 2* and ^ be the angles which possess the 

following properties t 

(!) The vertices of the angles It , and ^ are 

located on the points c,> ca, o3> and respectively, 

(2) The magnitude of each angle is 600<7T 

(3) The line x = a7 is the bisector of the angles and 

A^ » 
.... / /v 
(4) The line y — b is the bisector of the angles A( 

A 
and A, 

of c<- (5) Ajis to the left of c( and is to the 

(6) ij is below c3 and A^ is above oti 

To a point z0of the set TT^ there corresponds a straight 

line S(zj of the system S(TT,CT) passing through the point zQ. 
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The line 5(zJ divides' the 2 plane into two open half planes, 
*,. A 

one containing”’ the angle 'A, and the other not containing 

A A 
the angle A. * The half plane containing the angle A, is 

■i'i 

designated by mizj) ; the other hall* plane is designated 

by <J\ %X zj ). ; 

* 1 
In asimllar manner, U)( S^l) is the one of the two half 

' plane3;/det.erniiiiiibd';hy the line SJ %) which contains the angle 

ahd the .other half plane is U>\$£ ). 

hotU^be the set of points interior • to ) for all 
// f 

poihts'h': of TT* Similarly, let d^be the set of points : 

;£h ter lor to to (S(s)} for all points 2 of 7T^ and lot U) and • 
// ' 1 ' ■ tt (f 

u)*e those points interior to Id (£ {si an&MS^) for all 

' joints-2 of TT^respectivoly. 

t/O^andW^contain the angled, and are not void, as . 

8{{zJ and £>(%} are straight lines, the sets and ^must 

contain the angle At and aro not void* • 

Sie set U),7 is an opon set. If this wars false, a point 

s of U)twould be a boundary point of set tO,, "2 would then 

be a limit point of points sn lying on the lines 6^(2®) where 

the s® are points of TT^l The sot l z°:^) would then have a 

limit, point s0 by the Bolsano-loierstrass theorem. ' Hence, 

theS (sj.) determined by tho points 2^of the subsequence 

£ 
zn^approaching a6 would determine a sequence of lines 

A * ^he lino §5, of s0 cannot intersect angles ^A,,' 
Ay or by property 6 of S(7r,«r), 



mn approaching the line joining the points s6and 'z 
as a limiting position* As the set TT^IS a closed sot and 

\ is a point of TT//, by axiom Z of to system S(TT,CT7 , this 

lino is ton a 6,(s0). This is a contradiction, Thus, u)± 

Is an open connected sot/4, that is, a domain. 

Let L { DO tho sot of boundary points of <0^, The 

intersoction of the lino x ix0 and the domain *0^ is ai open 

sot 0(x). As tho set ^contains tho angle 'X and kh op X 

tho sot 0 \0(s)] , which is tho complement of tlio sot 0 (x) 

on x0, is bounded above or below, as tho caao may be, 

hence, tore is a point (^,y^{xo)) which Is,tho least upper 

bound.or•greatest lower bound, as tho case may be 

set CljKxjJ , The function y* y* (x) is defined as 

value of the greatest lowex» bound or least upper 

tho case 'may be, and will define the sot of point 

, of tho 

this 

bound, as 

s 1^ if it 

can be shown that it is impossible, for two points of L* to 

lio on tho lino xn^. 

That &6(z) must pass through each boundary point of 

has been shorn. If there were two frontier points, z 

and z" 9. of to[ on the line x = x^ by property £ of the system 

S(TT,<7*), the two linos 6,(21) and. ;6^s*).must'b© distinct. Then 

no point of a sufficiently small neighborhood of at least 

one of tho points s'and z" could bo connected to the angle 

X without crossing the linens) of the other frontier point 

This is a contradiction, for U){- is a domain which contains 

>:*-Each point can bo connected to the angle 
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the angle Hence, L^ is a locus of points whose co-or¬ 

dinates satisfy the single valued relationship y sry^Oc). 

In a similar manner, it can be shown that L^, and 

L £, the frontiers of Uj/J co^, and irrespectively are 

defined by single valued relationships y=r y.^Cx), j = (x), 

and y =: y- (x) respectively. 

let z and s;/ be two points lying on l/ Then 2 lies 

on f*) and 2" lies on 8,( t7/) for some points ? and "f^of 

n!! By the preceding argument 8,( f) and Sf f'*) cannot bo 

distinct and parallel, for ^/is a domain containing the 

angle » Thus 6, (11) and 6J(f
,/) intersect in at least one 

point f0. Let us assume for the present 

that Sjtf) and do not coincide. The 

angle 0 formed by the intersection of the 

Y line segments s ' f0 and 2Tfe which contain 
.1 A 

the angle A, can be not greater thanTT, 

for if it were, one of the points 21 or 

should not be a frontier point ofM^by 

an argument similar to the preceding. That the angle-0 must 

UVJiUUES XA'UAit Uj.AU AUOU U11U.U UJ 

I 

be greater than comes from *the fact that by property 3 of 

SOrjcr) the minimum angle between the lines 8,(?) and 8,( fw) 

is no greater than cr* This angle could not contain the 

angle whoso magnitude is 60C^~. Hence, we conclude 0-I3 

an obtuse angle, for the angle cr“< 

By the law of cosines Iz^al = V-fal* 1 z - ^o' 



-costeVj z'-ftj 1 z^-fj • Since the cos fcV must bo positive, 

\z - a" | ^ \s —t*) and Is7- z''| > |z ?J, 

Consider the straight line.determined by the points 

. z#and s/7« As the direction of this line measured from A 

in the positive sense must lie between the angles formed 

by A and 5«'> and A and SjCf^),- by tho property 6 of the 

system ^zz'' 9ox\ and are no less than 300^ 

The symbol £s'zf'*ox} is used to denote the niminum angle 

between a line parallel to the x axis and the line determined 

by the points s and z • The symbol ( 22" ,oy^ is used to 

denote the minimum angle between tho line determined by the 

points z1 and z‘ and they axis. 

If we write s 7 - x7+ iy|x) and s/7= x^-t iy|(x'(), it 

follows that the difference quotient satisfies 
x YJ 

the following inequality. 

I, H* t x 

tan (vf-SOCC) ■= cotangent (300^ 

Then the function y a y(x) has a bounded difference 

quotient and is consequently an absolutely continuous 

function of x. The function y r yjx) is then of bounded 

variation and the curve L^is a rectifiable curve. 

A similar argument establishes the inequality for the 

functions y •= y^x) , y =. ^(x) and y = y^x) , and thus 

establishes that these functions are absolutely continuous 
// # u 

and L,, 1^, and Ll are rectifiable curves. 

Then the arc length of the segment \*zz of LJ lying 
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between the points z and z" is known to exist. Let Pnbe 

a polygonal.approximation to the curve ^ zz • Then length 

i 

< 'Z\x±- [l + cot( 300cr]Q = ix'-x"! [1 tcot< 300cr)s for 
l 

y c yf(x) is a single valued function of x. 

For each n‘f 

length Pn < \x
l-x‘'| £l + cot( 300cr)J<\ x -x^l . 

In the following, it is convenient to Use the notation 

*AB for the arc of a curve joining the points A and 3. 

The length * zz' <" i. | x- x*) for any two points z and 

z on L, , 

A similar argument establishes the same inequality for 

the arc length * zz' between tv/o points z and z on L^,. or 

for two points s' and z on , or for tv/o points z/and z 
ii ■ / // 

on The s^ibol v zz would denote in each case the length 

it f /1 
of the arc of Lj, , or LA , as the case may be, joining 

the two points 3‘and z". 
i / «»*, 

The lines Lrand L z must intersectfor each point of 

L| lies on a 6(a) for some z of TT
,
$ and each point of lios 

on aSj(z) for some s of 77 ^ The following axioms are verified 

by the lines 8{z')and S^z'fof the system of S(Tr,<r). 

^Spa, 6tzjl| ^ BOOOT £ cr, andj^iz'v £&'{} k(7~ 

" i:* tan x > x and —= 1+- 6 (x). £($ > 0. 0 < x < "S’. 
2C 2 

"'w y -a y| (x) and y ~ y^ (x) aro absolutely continuous 
functions. 
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Suppose L^and L^ intersect in, two points 2,7and z[*. rfhen 

z[would lio on S^f,) and 6^( f2) 'for some T, and of TT", 

and 2” would lie on 6,( f, ) and 6(TV ) for some 'f/^and'^i 

of Tr'. Then 5 (T,) and6,('fl) would coincide or possess a 

point % in common, and as previously shoim, 

l 8,( ?/)] r CT and ( %cr . Hence, 

[$(?!) J ^(^')$ £ 207. This is a contradiction. 

A similar demonstration would show that the lines L^ 

and L^ would intersect in one and only one point 2^, the 

lines L /* and L [ would intersect in only one point Zj, and 

the lines L '■[ and L, would intersect in only one point 24» 

Let'set P be the set of all points not interior to 

a;,, tof*, fo[, or She set F is bounded by the arcs 

ws'aj of L*, '•z^zj of L(, *2*2^ of Lj and 
u2^2|

/ of L*. 

Suppose the set of points of Were collinear and the 

corresponding 6,(2) coincided with this line for all 2 of IT'' 

P would then degenerate to a straight line segment and R^ 

could be divided into two paths*'** so that 

\f(z)ds ■•= \f(s)dz + (z)dz = 0, for f(z) is analytic R<" V, \ 
on the complement of P contained in Rn» Hence, we assume 

that the set P is of positive measure. 

Let us consider the vertices z^sxj + iyj 3 l,2,3,ii. 

*"’ Wo could find a sequence of paths Pn approaching P 

in such a manner that ^f(s)dz ^ Cf(s)dz - 0, See 

Page SO on rectangle Rn, 
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of the non~>degenerate set F. In particular, let us con¬ 

sider the point s*, the point of intersection of L* and 

zj lies on. a $x(X) and on a S^( fv ) fox'1 some points tv and 

1*v of Tr", The angle 0 formed by 

the line joining f/.and z(, and the 

line , joining 5^and z,' which does not 

contain angle is of magnitude no . 

less than 800 0“ for i Soocr. 

- ‘ - f."l 
sin(< zltiV) sin((5) 

provided neither or coincides with a J. 

If a i were a point of-7^ then t/might coincide with 

In this case, la,'- f/|r 0 4 ~ ■—> and !z/-V2 ~ 

for both t/and z/ would be points of R''! A similar argument 

would be valid if coincided with s*. 

In the remaining case/"' sin((9>) sin(800<r)> cf 

rg^'hnuf1' Henoe’ ,z;',,,k 3-1 

for t/andt^ are points of R^l 

In a similar manner, it could be shown that 

1 2a 
— —*“*5 
cr n 3 

for somo points , ^3 , and of the set TT^ 

•. Then-)x/-x/| < ~ ^ 

I xZ-a^t < i_ 
C7“ n i*¥-**'k 

n 

5a <1j—iil 

n 

For 0 < 800cr < n g < slnj|p^<r)< ^ 

2a 
n 

Hence, sin(80G<rt><r 



where x*, x^, and x^ are the real parts of z*, z'x, z^, 

and S^L respectively. For \xj-x3'| * jxj-Xf/j^ |x#j'-x^'l+lsy-Xjl 
3 

<,-§ +J~r where xVand x*' are the real parts' ofX cm crn crn crn yi T» 1 

and t* respectively. Hence, | x*'- x^A = < H-, 
Ji >31 1 n crn 

for f/ and 'fj are points of R^. 

Let z and z* be two points on the boundary of F which . 

lie on curve LjC ■Then,*. length ^ zz ^ ijx^-x^ l < 

for Ix-x'l ~ |x.'-xj| < i 1,1 v i ' cr n 

A similar inequality is verified if z/and z" of the 

boundary of F both lie on L", or both lie on L^, or both lie 

on L^* The perimeter of F < ^Qa for the perimeter 

of F is the sum of the lengths of the arcs vg(^# vz^z^, 

uZjZy, and of L^, L^, L^, and L* respectively. As 

the diameter of F is no greater than the perimeter, the 

diameter of F<? 
(TJn 

Suppose z'and z/; are arbitrary points on the arc vzj^ 

of z/and z then lie on 6,(P and for some points 

and 'S'1 of set TI*", AS z>
>z
/,'$-i ancL'f" are points of F, 

\3■-»'(< 22a , V-z"|< asaond Iz"- T"1 < 22a. Lot f„ 

be the point of intersection of the lines 8,(*) and 6, (f”) if 

the too lines do not coincide or are choosen arbitrarily to 

On Page 66“, length \izz* 4. i|x- x^ for any two points 

iy'and zv = x" + iy"AN Li^ 



' // ^ 
satisfy the following inequalities if ) and 8({ f ) coincido, 

Then I s/“i&|< -§2^ |%-s//l< ik IlSlL 
1 <rl n 0 cr* n 

’The first two relationship# - are implied by the 

following* \z'-z"\ < and \z"- ft)\<\»/- z'\ <J|~-. 

The last two 'relationships may be verified as follows: 

tl?o-S// I+ l ^-^1 < g l i .§22.7 •= i n is 
Lcr7- » J crz a 

chosen so that ~, ^^rfrom px*operty $ of the system S(7r,cr) 
CT“ u n 

lf(d)-f(r')l< 

lra)-f(T")| < A iv?"l 

But, then, 

|f(d -frf)l < }t(s" )-£(/)] < 

!fw.)-f(y)l< i,fe2a 1 o^3 n |f(*}-f(y')|< , (T* n 

The, same inequality would ba verified if a7 and’ z* were 

points of the boundary of F lying on Zj of Lj, ox* if 
t , a 

the two points wore on v s 3 sz of L, or if tho two points 

were on^zf^ of L^, andf7, ¥7/ and 'f* wore suitably chosen. 

Suppose s'and z' are two points of tho fx*ont:ler of F* 

Then 1 f (s') - fXs7')!^ 
C7“5 n 

In particular, suppose s^is a point of the arc ^ z{ , 

and s7/ is a point of the Then 

See Page 65** s/cmd s77 are points of F, 
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|f(z) -f(z")l i |f(z') - f(zj)| + lf(z)-f(z')|+ |f(z')- f(z"}| 

< 3 ri|Oa| , JiSa, fol. 
Itr3n j cr3 n* 

|f(z) ^ |f(z)- 4 f(f.)| + )f (*) - ftzf")/ 4 

lf( 21 ) - f (z)l ^ -20^ + M§ f. Mi + 20a 120a 
• ' >■ < a-yn * G?n~ a*rT 

Similarly, | f C^)'- f (zj}|'< an& )f (z^ )f(s'7 )| < i2£Si, 

A similar argument is valid when zand z" are any two 

points of the boundary of F. 

Let "nobe the set of points of *TT contained in F. Suppose 

s is a point ofTT,. Let % be one of the points of inter¬ 

section of &f(z) and the frontier of F. As z and z are points 

of F, 1 s - z\< <xr, and by property $ of the system of 
cr*n 

sCn.cr), | ftz) -fU)|< l a- z|< 22s. 1 cr ‘ cr3n 

Suppose s'"and zn are two points of TT* and z'and z" are 

the corresponding points chosen on the boundary of F as 

previously indicated, Then, 

|f(s) -f{zf }| 'ijf(z) - f (S'/)J+ | f ($6 4-f(g//)J+ |f(z)- f(s*)f< 

20a . 360a + 20a _ Ii.OOa 
<r*n c“3n o-'in ~ tr* n * 

Suppose s^s a point on the frontier of F and z! is a 

point of ire Then /f(z)- f(z*) | i|f (s) - f(2//)\*fr 

Consequently,)f (s) — f (z^ )J < * & where z and z 

are two points of the union of the frontier of F and the set 

Tr0 and By the some argument employed in Lemma 1, 
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the Inequality is verified by any two points of P. 

Lot Pcbe the set of points of 7 contained.in the closed 

rectangle Rr^f 

Let the Intersection of the arc bz'z^ and the 

frontier of I£. (^,W - (1,3), (3,2), (2,1{.) and (l|.,l). 

-N^may perhaps be only the-corner point of R^ or a point , 

in the Interior of Rn* 

Let Sjfi be the intersection of the side of ^n and 

the frontier of (<j.,h.) = (1,3)J (3,2), (2,i<.) and (2{.,l)f 

S6 ^ may be -void or coincide with the side z^z^ ot 

The arc ^z^z^ contains hence, the length of ^fcis 

less than The side of R^eontains S^j, if this 

set S^fcis not void. Hence, 

Let G- be the set of points interior to R^whicli do<S3 

not belong to R*. G is the complement of the closed union 
0 * 

—/// 

of P0and the boundary of Rn and is then an open set* If G 

is not void, G is the union of 1, 2, 3» or \ simply 

connected domains gv» 

Set-cf shall consist of those points (z^y) of gy lying at 

a distance A from the sides of R^f, which have the property 

that the line y = y'contains no points of ij, whoso distance 

from (x^y) is less than A, x 

Suppose (z,y) is a point of the boundary of FQ and of 

g^. Gz shall consist of points (zi y) which lie interior 
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to gv with the property that the line y = y contains no 

points of F- whose distance from (1 i y) is loss than 
k k 

In each case, (x 1 y) shall be at a distance greater 

than or equal to i from the boundary of 

If no ono of the four points z[, z't!> s^', and lies 

Interior to the set of shall be void.. If the-serve 

which.is the union of c/" and C^" is closed, the set G£ shall 

be void. If the set is not closed, the points a satisfying 

the relationships J=\z- s'j, which are necessary to close the 

union of and G^ shall be defined as points of cJ'V 

2, 31 or i|.* Let P^f be the union of the set , 
v v* 

set C2, and set C3. 

The functions y — y|(x), y = y^Cx), 

y ■= y/(x) and y = yix) have been shown pv 
1 r

K" 

to bo single valued absolutely con¬ 

tinuous functions of x. A similar argu¬ 

ment would show that the inverse relationships x =? (y\(x) fj 

£ - (yI'(^)) l x = ■ (yj(x)ll and x-=. (y^x))* are single valued 

absolutely continuous functions of y. Hence, the curve Pj, 

exists and ivill lie interior to gv for k greater than some 

kv. As Pj;. was determined by rigid motions which preserve 

length, then Pv is a continuous rectifiable closed path 

Arcs of a circle are certainly rectif iable, and the 
points of C constitute the only exception to this state¬ 
ment. The conclusion is, of course, valid. 
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lying interior to gv» 

As gv contains no points of Trin its interior, f(s) 

is analytic on gv. Hence, by an argument similar to that 

previously given" 

Limit Cf(z)dz - (f(s)dz = 0. 

\ V 

Similarly, let zDbe a point of F^and let(j^(z) - 

f(z) — f (z).. Then O 

\ ($(z)dz r \f (z)dz +~ f(%) C dz = 0, 

J- *- V 

for g(v) is a closed path. 

Qkz)dz - (f(z)dz •=. ^ j^C(D(a)dz .+ fd^z)dz"l+ z 

SV 
Since z is a point of F, 

Jg(z) -f(zj] dzj 4 C(f(s) ~f<sj|dz <K| 

Similarly, 1 Qf( z) - f (%)J dz |< Kjfr) • 

' 1 

■J. a * 1 • £a. 
n a, n 

a , a# 
n n* 

Hence, 

^ +Kf) • I- 

Consequently, \f( z)dz 

16 
ut 
* 

< KCcr> I R///| where K^bj^ 

which establishes the lemma. 

Then the integral around the fundamental rectangle R 

(a) See Page 5<?. 
(b) By *vf(z)dz, is denoted the line integral of 

"or 

f(z) about the boundary of gv» 
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can bo written 

\f(s)ds - /(fCsJds +) (" f(z)dz +-V (f(z)dz 

k . R* *- Vj. ' 
As Yf(z)dz - 0. For each rectangle R. 

| ^f(z)da | § ^ |j"f(z)az 

V 
n 

-+• j^C(z)dzj < Kl7-) * £^*area R^ 4 

'// 
area 

/// 

Given ^>> 0, choose noao that ^ area R^sjEjjJ < 2^f) 

= 0, Pick £ < This can be done, for ^imit 
n—vco 

Is 
• 2K^C 

Then If; f{s)ds|^€0. Hence, j|f(s)dz = 0. 

acpj area R 

By Morera's theorem for rectangles, f (s) is analytic ' 

in d(ir). This a contradiction, for d(lf) contains points 

of IT* The theorem is then established v/hen the system 

SCn^cr) implied by the existence of the set 7T satisfies 

axiom 6, ok"y ^ 3000^and \$£z) ? oyl ^ 3OOC77 for all 

z of sot Tf and ^ »1 or 2. 

Suppose the system S{jr,cr) implied by the existence of 

setTT does not satisfy axiom 6#' We can then determine a 

rotation of the plane about the origin which will carry 

the x axis into a line rJchosen in the following manner. 

Pick a 8f>z) and a §("z) of the system S(TT,O") . The line rJ 

shall then be selected to be parallel to the bisector of 

the minimum angle, between the lines &(z) and S Cl) • As 

^Sj(a) ,S^)1 800crand{8j2), £tz>^ = <T and £S(zl SJ!} £0" for 

all points ~z of 77, it then follows that |6(t2£ox} ^ 300<rand 
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^Sc3,ox j^ 300<rfor all 3 ofTT. 

As IT ^.pj(2)rsa(l ^ Soocr, jO" ^{5,(Z),
A

S^Z)} ^ lj.00cn 

Hence, cry^T ^ j^s), o x'3 $j,300 cr all z of TT 

. Then, ■ 

[St( Z), oy 'Jr IT -jty z)A,ox]^ J-jj| + <rj- ^ - CT £ 300<T. 

Similarly, {S^oy? 300c*; Hence, the. system S(IT,<*“) satisfies 

axiom 6 with respect to the new axes. 

©le function f(a) is then analytic in D, the image of 

the domain D by the preceding argument. For the system 
,V\ / 

S(ir,cr) satisfies all 6 axioms on d(TT), the image of dCrr). 

Consider an arbitrary rectangle R lying in D. 

r. f(z)dz ■= \ f(z)dz'= 0, By Morerais theorem for 
'K JR' 

rectangles, the theorem is established. 

The hypothesis that jf(z)dz = 0 about each square R 

is sufficient to imply that the integral of the function 

about the rectangle is zero. 

If R is a rectangle in D, there can be found a sequence 

of rectangles % which are the union of a finite number of 

squares St’ and which approach R as a limit. Hence, 

(f(z)dz “ 5^ Cf(z)dz =. 0, 

By the method previously shown, 

^£(z)dz = ^ f(z)dz ffzjdz- 0. 

a 
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The following theorem is a generalization of the 

theorem of IJenchoff. 

Suppose that a function f(z) of the complex variable 

z z x+iy is defined in a domain D by the relationship 

f(z) = u(x,y) +iv(xsy) where u(x,y) and v(x,y) are con¬ 

tinuous real functions of the real variables x and y. 

Suppose, moreover, that at each point z of D, except perhaps 

at the points of a set u which does not contain a perfect 

set, there are two non-collinear lines d^z) and d^s) passing 

through z with the properties that 

(a) 'Mai* Superior I ffa-tfe). f-£ .(&I ks finite if 
h-v 0 \ h | 

s + h is restricted to lie on <^(z) 

f (z -f h) -» f (z) (b) Limit Superior 
h -» 0 1 h 

z + h is restricted to lie on d(z)« 

is finite if 

Suppose, also, that at each point z of D, except perhaps 

at the points of a set H of measure zero, there are two non- 

collinear rays t((s) and t|s) emanating from z with the 

properties that 

(a)  f.(.?.). exists and is finite if 
ll 0 -3* 

z+h is restricted to lie on tf(z) 

(t/) Limit f,(z±,.h)..Lz). exists and is finite if 
h—» 0 ' h 

Z4-h is restricted to lie on t(z). 
/ / 

If the two limits in (a) and (b) are equal almost 

everywhere in D—H, then f(z) is analytic in D. 

That the validity of (a) and (b), except at the points 
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of a set u on Q is sufficient to imply the existence of 

S(TT/r) on a domain d was shown in the proof on pages 33-37» 

That the set u cannot contain a perfect set of measure zero 

is demonstrated by the following example. 

u(x,y) — Cantorrs function (of x) Oix |1 

=•1 x£l 

•=■0 x i 0 

v(x?y) ■= a (a constant). 

•=■ c(x) ~ 0 almost everywhere 0*x*l -«3<y<4«o 

ly ^ 0, = 0, = 0f yet f (z) is not analytic. 

The existence of the bounded derivative almost every¬ 

where in TT is implied by the existence of the limits on two 

non-collinear rays at each point of D — H with} Ti^ ~ 0 and 

by the equality of the limits (a) and (b^) on D - II(. 

Let be the angle the ray t^(z) makes 

v/ith the x axis measured from the x axis in the 

positive sense. 

Similarly, let-0^( s) be the angle the ray t£z) makes 

with the x axis measured from the x axis in tho positive 

sense. 

Lemma. If =r#(z) and -$(s) are continuous 

functions on D-H, the equality of the limits in (a) and (ID) 

on at least one point of each pei’fect set of positive 

u is not measurable, or is of measure zero. 
1 

!\ 

) 
I !> 

•r 



mo asm? e is sufficient to imply the equality of the limits 

in (a) and (lo) on a set (D—H() t7ith |H, 1= 0 'where H, 

contains H. 

Tlie difference quotient on t^z) 

4£— •& ftfogLyKOfoyl- jylwjx — 
hfa,) h coste,) fih sin(^) h cos(-0>) + ih sin($f) 

Li.....|QOS^^.) sin(o)J where h ■= \f(x~ xj \ (y - jJX 

OT
 ikj [cos^ —i sin(e[)TJ 

Similarly, |£j^ =jjh^ + ^^7 t?03^-1 sl^«S]' 

By the theorem of Eger off, we can find a set En with 

|ErjJ > \D\ ~ 1 upon which 

converges uniformly to 

converges uniformly to 

w I converges uniformly to SZl 
aj£. d-hjA i 

AZl ^I converges uniformly to S-SH 

Then and ^ are continuous on En for they are the 

sum of products of functions which are continuous functions 

on Bn, 

Hence, at every point z of En where the density is 1, 

we have from the continuity and hypothesis 
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Hence, the above is valid on a set E> —Hj. |D-H,| = |DI. 

We can now state the theorem of Cauchy in a less 

redundant form. 

Suppose that a function f(z) of the complex variable 

2 — x+iy is defined on a domain D by the relationship 

f(s) =x u(x,y)-h iv(x,y) where u(x,y) and v(x,y) are con¬ 

tinuous functions of the real variables x and y having 

finite superior partial derivatives of the first order at 

each point of D, except perhaps at the points of a set u, 

which does not contain a perfect set. 

Suppose, Eioreover, that at each point of D, except 

perhaps at the points of a set H of measure zero, the right 

hand partial derivatives ||+, and exist and 

are finite. Then a necessary and sufficient condition, in 

order that f(s) be analytic, is that 3u+ _ 
3x ‘ *y and 

“3 U4 5 V1" 
&y '"^x on 'a“ 2-eas^ one point of each perfect set of 

positive measure. 

The theorem is true if we replace and 2£+ by 
d-X J 

fs ant^ fx 9 or if xie replace 3J1+ 
3y and^£+ by 

and §~p , or if all partial derivatives are the left- 

hand partial derivatives. 


